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Guilin Recall Shrouded In Controversy 
AS President Vince Guilin and a distant Dave Goddard, former Secretary of Finance. 
by Tim Durin 
The Recall 
A group of concerned 
students has initiated a petition 
drive to recall ASB president 
Vince Guilin. The petition is in 
response to actions taken by 
Guilin in opening an off-
campus checking account. As of 
2/8/83 some three hundred sig­
natures had been gathered. 
Steve Welch, the unofficial 
head of this committee, said 
that the committee expected to 
gather at least 500 signatures by 
their deadline of Wednesday 
night. Only 20% of those stu­
dents who voted in the election 
to place Guilin in office need to 
sign the petition if a recall elec­
tion is to be held. That magic 
number of 230 was reached on 
Monday afternoon. 
Members of the recall com­
mittee were eager to express 
their reasoning and perception 
of the issue at hand. Several of 
those people included members 
of our student senate. 
Peter McGuine, social chair­
man, said, "This issue really 
needs to be opened up to the 
student body, it has dragged out 
too long. Students should show 
that they care about what is 
happening one way or the other. 
I do feel elected officials should 
be responsible for their 
actions." He also felt that 
Guilin's actions warranted 
removal from office. 
Steve Welch, AS controller, 
was vocal in his opposition to 
the actions taken by Guilin. "1 
disagree with Vince's actions! 
He went out of his way to cover 
up the account and this leaves 
many questions. He then tried 
to manipulate both the commit­
tee and the senate. I can't be­
lieve he did not see the ramifica­
tions coming." Welch has been 
a spearhead behind the recall 
drive and since then has been 
named as the anonymous infor­
mant that originally turned in 
the information about the 
possibility of an off-campus ac­
count to Student Affairs. 
Many others felt that the stu­
dent body was far too unin­
formed. Mark Killeen said, 
"The student body does not 
seem to realize what is actually 
going on, it is up to them to 
make the decision so they must 
be made aware." Other com­
mittee members expressed much 
that same opinion, refusing to 
pass judgement on Guilin, but 
expressing a genuine need for 
student input. 
Senior senator Mark Tunney 
said of the coalition, "Our goal 
is to be as fair as possible. Vince 
has every right to a fair recall 
election." Tunney had been the 
focus of much controversy, 
with his appointment to the 
committee to investigate Guilin, 
after comments were made that 
showed Tunney had a definite 
bias against him. 
Carolynn Emme had little to 
say about her involvement in 
the account process. She said 
that her decision to notify stu­
dent affairs was probably late, 
but that she made the effort to 
right the situation. She also felt 
that there was, "...just cause 
for removal." If the recall does 
succeed Emme would succeed to 
the presidency and appoint a 
vice-president. Insiders close to 
. Emme said that her decision has 
been made, and if the recall 
petition to remove Guilin was 
successful she would name 
Peter McGuine as AS vice-
president. 
The committee will present its 
petition to the student senate to­
day, and the election proceed­
ings will begin shortly there­
after. 
Student Senate Ad Hoc 
Committee 
Upon completion of their in­
vestigation the Student Affairs 
office recommended the forma­
tion of a senate committee to 
conduct a separate inquiry. The 
committee was formed under 
the direction of Secretary of 
Justice, Vince Kasperick. 
Originally comprised of 12 
members, the committee was 
not able to start its investigation 
until two weeks before the end 
of the Fall semester. The final 
report was completed earlier 
this week, a copy of which can 
be found on page 9 of this 
Vista. 
Again, as in many of the cir­
cumstances surrounding this ac­
count, the committee was 
plagued with controversy. 
Many senate members felt that 
Guilin should not have had in­
put into the selection of the 
committee members. Guilin 
defends this by pointing out 
that because this is such a small 
university, a great deal of bias 
exists. He felt it is somewhat 
like choosing a jury. Only one 
nominee for the committee was 
actually turned away by Guilin, 
that being Jessica Watson, a 
long time friend of his. 
Other problems became ap­
parent as the committee began 
its process. One committee 
member gave a speech in one of 
her classes that exemplified her 
bias against Guilin. Another 
member was quoted as saying, 
".. .we'll hang the bastard..." 
Attendance at these meetings 
was almost non-existent. A 
quorem, usually reached by 
having two-thirds of the mem­
bers present, was met only once. 
At the first meeting only seven 
of eleven members were pre­
sent. At the second meeting at­
tendance dropped to four of 
eleven. Those same four showed 
up for the third meeting, and 
when the final draft was made 
and the proposals written, only 
three out of the original eleven 
members drafted the report. 
Even with all of the contro­
versy surrounding the commit­
tee, the Student Affairs Office 
praised the committee and its 
findings. Those findings includ­
ed: 1) that the constitution had 
been violated and that discipli­
nary action should be taken, 
and 2) No single one of three 
that originally had knowledge 
of the account was without 
guilt. The committee will ap­
pear before the senate today 
and suggest disciplinary action, 
which includes the recall of both 
Vince Guilin and Carolynn 
Emme, and the symbolic recall 
of Dave Goddard, if that is in 
order and constitutionally per-
missable. 
Guilin: A Question For The Court 
For the first time in the 
history of USD an ASB presi­
dent faces a recall election and a 
vote of confidence from the stu­
dent body. Mr. Vince Guilin 
faces the recall after it was dis­
covered he had established an 
o f f - c a m p u s  a c c o u n t  t h a t  
allegedly violated the AS consti­
tution. 
In a recent interview, Guilin 
was questioned about the legal­
ity of his actions. 
In addressing the question of 
executive power, Guilin pointed 
out how ambiguities of certain 
clauses in the constitution allow 
for a more broad and absolute 
interpretation than Student Af­
fairs and the senate investiga­
ting committee recognized. 
Guilin expressed a genuine 
need for an off-campus account 
for the effective management of 
ASB funds. Guilin said, "Emer­
gencies invariably arise where 
immediate access to funds is 
necessary." He also pointed out 
student accounts reluctance to 
cooperate, citing many occa­
sions when problems had occur­
red. He felt that these were all 
issues that the investigating 
bodies should have looked into. 
His feelings about the senate 
investigating committee reflect 
a questioning view of their 
motivations. Guilin said, "It 
was a viable source in the be­
ginning, but now 1 disagree with 
this committee. I had every 
intention of appearing before 
the committee before it became 
evident that a majority of the 
committee members had pre-
formulated their ideas." 
"1 feel student affairs should 
not have addressed the issue un­
til a student action had been 
completed." Guilin said. 
When questioned about the 
recall committee, he said, "In 
essence I don't disagree with the 
recall.. .however, I don't see 
the basis for it. It implies that 
this is such a great thing. Judg­
ing it in relationship to every­
thing that has been done in this 
administration, that is a totally 
unbalanced scale." In reference 
to the individuals behind the 
recall, Guilin had this to say, 
"If you look at them, they have 
done nothing. Their fame has 
been nothing but riding on coat-
tails. In most cases, they should 
have been recalled quite some 
time ago. What will they gain? 
It will make some people happy, 
people who have spent an entire 
semester dealing with this and 
not doing their jobs, primarily 
Tunney, primarily Maria, prim­
arily Tom Burns, primarilv 
Continued on page 12 
Opinion 
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Rebuttal 
™in,'f' ?esponse Letters to the Editor After reading the Feb. 1983 
Vista Letter to the Editor entitl­
ed, "Recall Guilin," 1 feel it is 
my duty as A.S.B. President to 
address the issue and provide a 
clarification of the points 
raised. In response to the ques­
tion of whether I exceed my 
Presidential duties, it is my opi­
nion (one that must be verified 
solely by the Student Court, 
whose jurisdiction is delineated 
according to the A.S.B. Con­
stitution Article IV Sec. 3 and 
the A.S.B. Student Court By­
laws Article 3 Rights and 
Responsibilities A 3, "The Stu­
dent Court shall have jurisdic­
tion in interpreting all matters 
in any part of the Constitution 
of the A.S.B.") that my actions 
were within the boundaries of 
the powers granted to the office 
of the A.S.B. President and 
through the A.S.B. Constitu­
tion as follows: Article II Sec. 3 
Item J. "(The President shall) 
have such other 
powers are as necessary for 
the fulfillment of the duties of 
his office and are consistent 
with other provisions of this 
Constitution. 
It is this clause which solely 
grants the A.S.B. President an 
independent EXECUTIVE 
"BRANCH PRIVILEGE," 
power to fulfill the duties of his 
office and those as represen­
tative of the Associated Student 
Body. 
The Coalition cites the 
A.S.B. Constitution, Article 
VII, Item 3, "all fees shall be 
collected and disbursed by the 
University in the name of the 
Associated Students." This has 
no bearing on the issue since the 
funds used to establish the off-
campus account were not stu­
dent fees but strictly revenues. 
The Coalition attempts to imply 
that Article VIII had been 
violated because fees had been 
used to establish the account are 
BEBOP JONES 
4incorrect." Fees refer only to 
the S30.00 payment to the 
A.S.B. which is collected by the 
University and deposited by the 
University in a specific fee-only 
account, which remains sepa­
rate from any other A.S.B. 
funds (i.e., revenues, dona­
tions, etc.). FEES AND REVE­
NUES ARE NEVER CO-
MINGLED. 
Also cited is Article II, the 
Executive Branch, Section 12: 
No officer or member of the 
A.S. unless the A.S. Consti­
tution or By-laws so provided 
(so provided my office in Ar­
ticle II, Section II, Item J) or 
unless duly authorized by the 
University shall collect or ex­
pend any money or make any 
necessary contracts unless the 
necessary approvals have 
been obtained. It shall be the 
duty of any member of the 
A.S. to report in writing to 
the representative of the Stu­
dent Affairs Office collection, 
commitments or expenditures 
made in violation of the A.S. 
Constitution or By-laws. 
The Coalition fails to realize 
that the first clause of this arti­
cle is an either/or statement, 
since the A.S.B. Constitution 
provides my office with authori­
ty to establish the off-campus 
account (as previously cited), 
and therefore it was necessary 
to obtain an authorization from 
the University. 
Further, another point raised, 
but not addressed in the Febru­
ary 3 letter, focuses on an al­
leged violation of the A.S.B. 
Constitution, Article II, Section 
I, Item D: "During summer va­
cation or any other period ex­
ceeding ten (10) school days in 
which the Student Senate does 
not meet, the Executive Board 
shall be charged with all admini­
strative and executive duties un-




The problem of the general 
distrust and contempt for 
America's leadership is barely 
touched upon by the news and 
education media. Politicians* 
still bear the butt of the enter­
tainment practitioner joke and 
their use by realpower as 
smokescreen and frontmen is 
recognized by a few citizens and 
the occasional professor, but 
the deepening distrust in those 
who determine this nation's 
course is still not discussed. 
Like a Ronald Reagan using a 
James Watt to distract the peo­
ple from their distrust in his 
overall policy and intent, real-
power uses elected power to take 
the edge off the growing distrust 
in American leadership. And 
unless the news and entertain­
ment media (newspapers and 
magazines) and the education 
media (television) pay more 
attention, this most dangerous 
of America's problems, the 
trickledown of realpower ethics 
and brand of patriotism, will 
continue to accelerate. 
When the average citizen, 
editor, comes to operate on the 
moral level of its predatory up-
percaste, and their managerial 
housekarls in industry and 
church and military, we are 
done for. 
Love and humblest regards 
from a parttime student, 
Don Burgess 
*"A politician who is found to 
be the paid courtesan of the 
monied is called a crook. A 
politician who is not detected is 
called a statesman. His reward 
is to sup with the high ec­
clesiastic and enjoy the women 
of his wealthy patrons!" From 
the book, "The Easy Triumph 
of Greede Over Religion" by 
Pilcharde, E. Cave, Publisher, 




This letter is in reference to 
the ASB off-campus account 
situation. We respect the 
opinions of those people who 
are holding true to their convic­
tions and who feel it is in the 
best interest of the USD com­
munity to remedy the situation 
through a recall of Vince 
Guilin. We are sure their actions 
stem from good intentions. 
There is a more serious prob­
lem at hand, however. Due to 
the increased concentration on 
the account situation, the other 
needs of the USD community 
are being neglected. 
Though an apparent wrong 
was committed, the solution we 
offer is to, through a group 
effort, pick up the pieces and 
move forward in the main goal 
of the ASB in serving the stu­
dents of USD. 
With only TWO MONTHS 
left in Vince Guilin's term, we 
feel this time and effort put into 
a recall election would result in 
wasted energies that could 
otherwise be used to improve 
the community. It is stagnating 
the process of USD in inher­




Carol D. Damon 
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Campus Notes Guilin's Response 
There will be a meeting for all members of Pi Sigma Alpha, 
Political Science Fraternity, in Founders 124 this Thursday, 
Feb. 10 at 11:15. 
ISO invites you to attend a discussion on THE POSSIBILITY 
OF A SECUREL Y DISARMED WORLD. The guest speaker 
will be Kevin McCarthy of the World Federalist Association. 
The discussion will begin at 12:15 p.m. in C120 on Thurs. 
Feb. 10. 
Ash Wednesday Mass Schedule—Feb. 16th. Founders 
Chapel: 7:00 a.m. 12:15 p.m. 5:00 p.m. Immaculata Church: 
8:00 a.m. 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Feb. 16th—Morning Prayer Begins 7:35 a.m. 
Only 10 minutes. 
The Office of Student Affairs is now taking sign-ups for 
students who would like to work on the Fall '83 Freshman 
Orientation Team. Interested students should fill out an ap­
plication form available in Student Affairs, Serra 200. 
Deadline for applications is Monday, February 28. 
A meeting for all who applied will be held on Tuesday, 
March 1 at 11:30 a.m. in Serra 204. 
Are you going to be looking for a summer job in the San 
Diego area? How is the time to start applying for summer 
positions. The USD Student Employment Center has 
information on both local and out-of-state jobs. Come to see 
us soon. We are located in Serra Hall #320. Our hours are 9 
am—4 pm Monday—Friday. 
Student Participation 
The Associated Student Body 
would like to announce that a 
position is now open on the 
USD General Education Com­
mittee. The purpose of this 
body is to evaluate and review 
the current General Education 
Requirements, and to submit 
their findings and recommenda­
tions on general education re­
quirements to the various Uni­
versity organizations for their 
approval. 
Any undergraduate student 
may be eligible for such a posi­
tion, although a student of 
Junior standing or lower is pre­
ferred due to the possibility of 
continued deliberations extend­
ing to next year. Any under­
graduate student who may be 
interested in serving on this 
committee may contact the 
A.S.B. President. 
Continued from page 2 
til the Student Senate meets 
again." This clause was not 
violated due to the fact .hat the 
powers granted to my office 
(Article II, Section 2, Item J, as 
previously stated), remained un­
changed regardless of the period 
of the term (i.e., vacation or ac­
ademic). In addition, there are 
are no Executive Board By-laws 
that provide structure and pro­
cedure for implementing the 
above clause. Precedent dictates 
that the Executive Board is 
comprised of officers responsi­
ble for fulfilling their individual 
duties. If this were not the case, 
the Constitution would not have 
delineated each officer's powers 
and responsibilities so 
explicitly. 
Although the section of the 
letter entitled Facts Regarding 
the A.S. Off-Campus Account, 
contains some correct state­
ments, there are many that need 
to be clarified. 
1) The account was estab­
lished in the name of the 
University of San Diego 
Associated Student Body as a 
non-profit organization account 
with an initial deposit of 
$601.85. Additional deposits of 
$5272.00, $710.00 and an ac­
crued interest of $15.23 brought 
the total of $6599.08. The pur­
pose of the account was to serve 
as an emergency back-up check­
ing account, because for all in­
tensive purposes, the A.S.B.'s 
hand-check priveledges with the 
University business office had 
been severely curtailed. This 
was due to an abuse of the 
Do You Have A Blue Tag? 
by Mark Tunney 
If you are a Junior or a 
Senior and eat your meals in the 
DeSales cafeteria this article 
may be of importance to you. In 
an effort to maintain the cafe as 
Junior Senior status, the A.S.B. 
in cooperation with Food Ser­
vice has developed a tagging 
system. As most of you who 
dined in DeSales last week 
noticed, a blue tag was issued to 
you as you came in the door. As 
your name and class status were 
verified you received a blue tag 
placed on the back of your meal 
card. The whole system was 
devised to curtail the large 
amount of people who ate in 
DeSales and specifically to keep 
it to Juniors and Seniors. 
If you have not yet received a 
blue tag you may obtain one at 
DeSales during dining hours. 
The process works as follows, 
anyone who comes in the door 
will be checked to see if there is 
a blue tag on the back of your 
meal cards, if a person does not 
have one, they will not be per­
mitted to stay. If the blue tags 
are transferred those responsi­
ble will be subject to a possible 
fine and or the privileges could 
be revoked. The blue tags can­
not come off unless they are in­
tentionally pulled off. Any per­
son who feels they are a Junior 
may verify their status by proof 
from the Registrar's office. 
Guests will not be permitted 
until Food Service feels the sys­
tem is sufficiently under opera­
tion. Sophomores may feel 
these regulations are unfair but 
you will appreciate it next year. 
I wish to support the school yearbook, ALCALA' 1983 
Please publish the ad I am indicating below 
( ) SPONSOR $3.00 (Please print or type name. 34 space limit) 
( ) PATRON $5.00 (Please print or type name or message, 40 spaces) 
( ) Three Line Ad $15.00 (Name, message or other copy. Please print. 36 space limit for each line ) 
privelege by various A.S.B. Ex­
ecutive officers and directors, as 
well as affiliates. Vince Guilin, 
Dave Goddard and Carolyn 
Emme were the only officers 
who knew of the account. This 
was due to the nature of the ac­
count, which was founded to 
meet emergency situations. If 
the chief programmers who 
reside on the Senate became 
aware of the existence of such 
an account it is likely that a 
reliance would have been 
established on the said account 
as a crutch instead of an 
emergency bail-out measure. 
The reason the account was 
being closed out (hence the 
withdrawals and single signa­
ture endorsement) was because 
it was decided that Student Af­
fairs should be party to the ac­
count and most importantly, 
the money was necessary to 
cover a deficit in the University 
A.S.B. Account. The account 
was to be reopened after Stu­
dent Affairs was informed. As 
per instructions, withdrawals 
were made in various in­
crements, $20 to $500, so as not 
to alert the IRS to a large cash 
withdrawal. The two non-cash 
withdrawals include a $700 
check made payable to myself, 
and a $500 purchase of 
traveler's checks cashed at the 
Ascot Shop by myself. In these 
two instances, the purpose of 
the non-cash withdrawals was 
one of safety due to the fact that 
the money could not be im­
mediately transferred to the 
University. In both cases, the 
checks were redeemed for cash, 
and upon cashing were placed 
immediately into the safe as was 
routine in this case. 
On August 20, 1982, approx­
imately $5400 which had 
previously been withdrawn 
from the bank in varying 
amounts and placed in the ASB 
safe, was transferred from the 
ASB to the University Business 
Office by Vince Guilin and Tom 
Cosgrove, leaving a remainder 
of $1066. A check for $202.72 
was drawn from this amount 
and used to pay for an ASB 
Programming activity. Regard­
ing the two major sources of 
money used to establish the ac­
count, it must be emphasized 
that revenues derived from ASB 
sponsored events alone were 
used, and not fees. Therefore, 
contrary to opinion, such reve­
nues would never have been 
transferred to the University fee 
account. 
Also, contrary to the opinion 
stated, there are no regulations 
that prohibit the establishment 
of a revenue-based account out­
side the jurisdiction of the 
University business office. Such 
off campus accounts are com­
mon as is evident by the many 
such accounts established by 
ASB affiliates (i.e., clubs, 
fraternities, and other student 
organizations.) 
In conclusion, the off-
campus account is still open 
with a current balance of 
$819.25.  I t  is  a  dua l -
endorsement account requiring 
Secretary of Finance, Steve 
Callaway's signature, along 
with my own. 1 admit that here 
could have possibly been a bet­
ter way to deal with the situa­
tion especially light of the past 
events, but the account was 
established for the welfare of 
the students so they would not 
have to suffer the effects of 
abuses of the hand check 
privilege and/or the possible 
elimination of events due to this 
abuse. (John 8:1-11). I do not 
feel that the reputation of the 
ASB has been so gravely jeopar­
dized as some suggest. Our 
reputation has been strongly 
built over the past three years 
through a promotion of student 
rights, academic concerns and 
needs, and a wider representa­
tion of students to all University 
levels. We have moved away 
from solely focusing on social 
events to covering all the needs 
of the student population. We 
have responded to the growing 
University in the only way 
possible to include the student 
as the major focus and benefac­






NOTE: All sponsors, patrons and ads must be paid by Feb 15. 1983, or their ad will not appear in the 1983 Ateala'. | 
and their account will be dropped. 
The Mission Office of the 
Diocese of San Diego will spon­
sor their annual "Youth Walk 
for Others" around Fiesta 
Island, Mission Bay, on Satur­
day, February 19, 1983. 
The "Walk" is scheduled to 
originate at 8:30 a.m. from a 
point, midway between the San 
Diego Hilton Beach and Tennis 
Resort and the Information 
Center located at the foot of 
Clairemont Drive, and extend 
for 10 kilometers to and around 
Fiesta Island, returning to and 
finishing at the starting point. 
Sponsor sheets are availabl 
to all interested in supportin 
this effort to aid the poor o 
South America. Funds raised ii 
this year's walk will be for 
warded to Catholic Missionarie 
working in the Diocese o 
Talca, Chile. 
Additional information ma; 
be obtained by calling (619 
574-6345. Sponsor sheets ma; 
be obtained from the Missioi 
Office located in the Diocesar 
Office building on the campui 
of the University of San Diego 
Alcala Park, San Diego. 
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Around the Worfd in 100 Days chM Care Center 
by Madeline Quin 
You may have heard the tale 
"Around the World in 80 
Days," but one student has his 
own tales to tell after a trip 
around the world in 100 days. 
"It was a blast," said Brian 
Briscoe, a junior majoring in 
communications. He's back on 
the campus' solid ground after 
spending Fall semester aboard 
the ship, S.S. Universe. 
Brian was one of 435 students 
on board with 20 faculty mem­
bers. The trip was a combina­
tion of travelling, studying and 
visiting different countries all in 
one package—starting from 
September 14 to December 23, 
1982. 
One of Brian's first exper­
iences during the trip's first few 
days included seasickness. "We 
had rough seas and 1 got seasick 
the first few days," said Brian. 
"1 got pale and took as many 
Dramamines (seasick pills) as a 
human body could consume." 
After the rough seas, Brian 
felt fine. He maintained good 
health for the rest of the voyage 
and never encountered pro­
blems of diarrhea or food 
poisoning from different 
cuisines. 
The ship's food was reported 
as better than USD's cafeteria. 
According to Brian, the menu 
had an Oriental tinge since the 
crew was Chinese. Later, on an 
adventure in China, Brian dined 
on a dish of dog ribs. He com­
mented the meal tasted a bit 
stringy, but not bad. His reason 
for experimentation was simply, 
"I was hungry." 
Hong Kong and a tour into 
the People's Republic of China 
stands as Brian's most memor­
able trip. Brian said he always 
dreamed of visiting the com­
munist country. He recalled his 
reaction to seeing the Great 
Wall and city as "Oh my God! I 
can't believe I'm here." 
"It was fascinating to be in a 
communist country," said 
Brian. "Communism is only an 
economic way of life and they 
aren't always waiting to blow 
up the United States." 
Also, on the Asian continent, 
USD junior Kevin Nickeloff 
reportedly drank snake blood in 
a place called "Snake Alley." 
Brian regretted missing his 
friend Nickeloffs performance 
but remembers the event 
became the talk of the ship. 
When students were not trav­
elling to Egypt, Greece, India or 
other countries, they were in 
school. Except Sundays, classes 
were held everyday while the 
ship sailed. In total, students 
studied 54 days and traveled 46 
days. Students took a minimum 
of 12 units and maintained good 
grades that were required of 
in international waters. 
"People were on the trip to 
enjoy themselves," said Brian. 
"It was a lot of fun. I'll always 
remember how close-knit the 
ship board was. We were shar­
ing something in each other's 
lives. The feeling of together­
ness was just great." 
Brian said he wouldn't hesi­
tate to do it all again if he could. 
He'd only want to change two 
things—no more rough seas and 
them. 
"The courses were not in­
tense but school was difficult," 
he said. "We were bombarded 
with information, but the thing 
that made it hard was stopping 
in ports, travelling and then 
coming back and forgetting 
everything learned in class." 
After classes, students en­
joyed life aboard the S.S. Uni­
verse. The ship's facilities in­
cluded a swimming pool, volley­
ball/basketball court, rubber 
room, brig and morgue. 
However, one's entertain­
ment and social life may still be 
limited on a ship. For a night 
life, Brian said students could 
(a) go to the movies (b) pass the 
time quietly in one's quarters (c) 
study or (d) go to the bar. Per­
sonally, Brian opted for the bar 
out of the above choices. He 
added that the drinking age is 18 
learn more about different 
countries. He expressed grate­
fulness to his parents for "the 
experience of a lifetime." Still, 
he says it feels good to be on 
solid ground again. 
Cost for the trip amounted to 
$8000. In Brian's opinion, it 
wasn't that much money. The 
fee averaged to $80 per day, 
covering tuition, three meals a 
day, rooms and transportation 
(the travelling boat). Parental 
financial support and part of a 
savings account enabled Brian's 
trip. 
Brian said it took about three 
months beforehand to prepare 
for his journey. He first became 
interested by talking to several 
friends who went on the trip. 
They told him it was an incred­
ible experience and advised 
"just do it." 
Alcala Women's Club 
is offering a: 
CAKE SERVICE 
for Valentine's Day or any occasion! 
$15 includes: 
—decorated cake (white, chocolate, marble) w/message 
—CARD with name of sender 
—delivery to any on campus residence or office 
Order forms available in ASB office (in A.W.C. Box) 
For further information call 574-6816 
Discussion of a Child Care 
Center at USD was initiated 
eight years ago by the Graduate 
Students Association, which 
offered some funds to help with 
the development of such a 
Center. 
All of the efforts described 
above foundered on the issue of 
lack of space. Even if donations 
could have been solicited for 
"start-up" costs, and the Cen­
ter would have thereafter been 
self-supporting from fees for 
use, there was no space avail­
able which would meet the rigid 
State Code licensing require­
ments for a Child Care Center. 
Though no formal proposal 
has yet been presented to the 
University Cabinet or the Board 
of Trustees, it is our hope that it 
may be possible to establish a 
Child Care Center—probably 
for around 25-30 children—by 
Fall of 1984 (or shortly there­
after), when the new buildings 
mitigate USD's desperately 
crowded conditions. We will be 
actively exploring sources of 
possible donations for start-up 
costs. 
But the current key issue is 
demonstration of need. Both 
State Code licensing mandates 
and USD's internal procedures 
require that there be evidence of 
need before a project of this 
type can be approved—hence, 
this survey. If there is no 
demonstrated need, the project 
will be dropped and no internal 
or licensing approval will be 
sought. 
We are also interested in iden­
tifying potential users or inter­
ested non-users who might wish 
to assist as members of an Ad­
visory Council for the project, 
so a question has been included 
on this subject. Interested non-
users who do not fill out the 
survey, but would like to help, 
could notify the Provost's Of­
fice (ext. 4553, or 293-4553) of 
their interest. 
Survey: Child Care Center 
1. Your campus status: Faculty ( ), Staff ( ), 
Administration ( ), Law Student ( ), Graduate Student ( ), 
Undergraduate Student ( ) 
2. Your sex: Male ( ), Female ( ) 
3. How many more years do you anticipate being with 
USD? 1 year or less ( ), 2 to 5 years ( ), 5 plus ( ) 
4. If there were a child care center at USD, would you use 
it? Yes ( ), No ( ) 
5. What days and hours of the week (mornings, 
afternoons, evenings) would you want the facility to be 
available? 
6. What are the ages of the children in your family? 
Circle a. 0-24 months; b. 25 months-3 years; c. 4-6 years 
7. What are your current arrangements for child care: 
8. How many of your children could use a USD Child 
Care Center? 
9. What are your current costs (write in) , 
and what do you consider a reasonable rate for quality, full-
time child care? (Circle one) 
a. $40 a week b. $45 a week c. $50 a week 
d. $55 a week e. $60 a week 





11. Would you be interested in assisting/advising in the 
development of the USD Child Care Center project? If so, 
please include your name, address, and telephone number 
here, or—if you wish to protect your anonymity for the 
survey—put it in the box on a separate paper. 
12. Please add any comments you feel are pertinent: 
Survey may be returned personally to the Provost's Office or 
by interoffice mail or to boxes placed in the following 
locations: 
Provost's Office, Copley Library, Law Library, Law 
Records, Registrar's Office in Founders Hall, Student Affairs 
Office in Serra Hall, or secretarial offices of the Schools of 
Business, Nursing, Education. 
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Charlie Chaplin Fest 
by Paul Gordon 
Born in abject poverty, in 
London's Victorian era, he 
grew up with a mother who was 
insane. In the Karno Acting 
Troupe, where he first began in 
his career, Stan Laurel was his 
understudy. Somebody thought 
he would be good in movies, 
and two years later he was earn­
ing 100,000 dollars a year, tax 
free. He was extremely frugal 
with money and very liberal in 
politics. He was undoubtedly 
the greatest mime in the history 
of the world. His name was 
Charlie Chaplin. 
Chaplin wrote his own 
stories.. .he was the only star in 
films who directed his own 
career. The outfit he wore was 
borrowed from Fatty Arbuckle. 
It included a derby hat, an old 
jacket and huge pants. Because 
of the politics of the McCarthy 
era he could not come back to 
America at one point because he 
was black listed for being a 
socialist. Even though he sup­
ported minorities, his films were 
picketed by the American 
Legion. The end of the silent 
films was Chaplin's downfall. 
His sound pictures were ter­
rible. 
La Jolla's Scripp's Aquarium 
by Laura Brinckerhoff 
Take a walk through a coral 
reef, past submerged pier piling 
and explore the bottom of Mis­
sion Bay, without even getting 
your feet wet! Scripps aquarium 
in La Jolla, is the tranquil home 
of hundreds of rare and com­
mon fish, all housed in aquar­
iums similar to their specific 
habitat in the ocean. 
One of the more unique fish 
at the aquarium is the Cali­
fornia sheephead. The sheep-
head is born a female. After 
four years of motherhood and 
other such female activity, she 
evolves into a male sheephead. 
She develops male organs and 
goes through an entire physio­
logical change. 
Other attractions at the 
aquarium are the garden eels, 
sensitive looking little guys who 
live beneath the sand and poke 
their heads out only to eat. Be­
sides the sheepheads and garden 
eels, there are also sharks, lob­
sters, moray eels, and a realistic 
tide pool stocked full with her­
mit crabs, sea urchins, and fish. 
The Scripps Aquarium act­
ually was founded back in 1900. 
The early lab was a small 
building in La Jolla cove. Even 
then however, there were pollu­
tion problems, specifically raw 
sewage. The laboratory had to 
be moved. Since 1900, the 
Scripps Aquarium has grown 
and come to be known as one of 
the best research labs in the 
world. "The physiological re­
search lab at Scripps Institute of 
Oceanology is devoted to study­
ing the adaptations of aquatic 
and terrestial animals to the 
physical and chemical variable 
of their environment." This 
philosophy can be observed 
throughout the aquarium, most 
specifically in the Mission Bay 
Aquarium. This tank is equip­
ped with fish, as well as an old 
shoe and an assortment of bot­
tles and other trash. 
San Diego rests on the edge of 
a whole different world, the 
Pacific Ocean. Some knowledge 
of what mighty ocean is vital to 
the appreciation of America's 
finest city. The Scripps Aquar­
ium offers us the chance to see 
below the waves, below the 
coral, into a vast world, into the 
sea. 
Visit the Scripps Aquarium, 
admission is free, but donations 
are appreciated. 8602 La Jolla 
Shores Drive, La Jolla. 
452-6933. 
Berlin at the Rodeo 
by Laura Brinckerhoff 
Tonight get out your dancing 
shoes and head down to the 
Rodeo for a show you won't 
soon forget. Berlin, the new 
band with that "nasty" song 
will be playing two shows, at 
7:30 and 10:30. Actually all 
their songs are not as trashy as 
"Sex" and it should be a good 
show. 
Well now that I got that over 
with, I'll tell you the real reason 
to attend the Berlin show 
tonight. That is to see the open­
ing band Green on Red. Now 
here is an original group who is 
not influenced by the sudden 
commercialism and media hype 
of the "new music" scene. This 
band creates a mood of eerie ap­
prehension most evident in the 
songs "Lost World" and 
"Illustrated Crawling." The 
impressive yet distrubing key­
boards of Chris Cacavas seem 
reminisent of the Doors. Still 
the band can not be compared 
to anyone else, they are unique. 
Danny Stewart, the lead vocalist 
and guitarist, doesn't really 
sing, he talks and when he says 
"1 made a pact with the devil 
that night" you are apt to 
believe him. Rounding out the 
band is Jack Waterson on bass 
and Alex MacNicol on drums. 
Green On Red is a band with 
something to say. Their reflec­
tions on the human condition 
are pertinent and valid. Their 
music allows us to see this 
"Lost World" through their 
eyes. These guys are artists, and 
their music is the proof. Come 
to the Rodeo tonight and ex­
perience Green On Red. Oh and 
feel free to dance! 
m ,m\. 
The Ken Cinema is proud to 
present a festival of Charlie 
Chaplin films on Wednesdays. 
The Chaplin retrospective will 
cover the entire scope of 
Chaplin's career, from the early 
silent comedies starring the Lit­
tle Tramp to his controversial 
later works. Bring the entire 
family along for four nights of 
classic entertainment. Among 
the films presented are Mon­
sieur Verdoux, The Circus, 
Shoulder Arms, Modern Times 
and A King In New York. For 
further information please con­
tact the Ken Cinema at 
283-5909. 
Yanov On Life 
After Brezhnev 
Dr. Alexander Yanov, noted 
author and lecturer, will present 
"Russia After Brezhnev" on 
Tuesday, February 15th at 8:00 
p.m. in Saloman Lecture Hall. 
Dr. Yanov, born in Odessa, 
U.S.S.R., worked as a freelance 
political writer after recovering 
a M.A. in history from Moscow 
University and a Ph.D. from 
the Moscow Institute of Na­
tional Economy. Both censor­
ship and the K.G.B. compelled 
him to leave the Soviet Union in 
1974. Since then he has lived in 
the United States. 
Dr. Yanov's interpretations 
of Soviet politics have put him 
in direct conflict with another 
noted Russian emigre, Alex­
ander Solzhenitsyn. His talk 
will deal with his experiences 
within the Soviet Union, the 
history of Soviet diplomacy, 
and his prognosis for future 
Soviet-American relations. 
A.S.B. Speakers Bureau, in 
conjunction with the World Af­
fairs Council, will present Dr. 
Yanov free of charge to all 
interested students, faculty, 
staff, and guests. 
An informal reception will 
immediately follow Dr. Yanov's 
presentation in the President's 
Dining Room. 
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San Diego Comes Cheap 
L-R (I) Andy Cox, Wesley Magoogan and Everett Morton. 
(II) Dave Wakeling, David Steele III Ranking Roger, 
Blockhead. 
Special Beat Service 
a Collectible 
by Dan Dinan 
"Special Beat Service," the 
new album by the English Beat 
signifies a number of new begin­
nings for this highly regarded 
group of relative unknowns. It 
is the band's first album for 
I.R.S. Records, a label that is 
giving the act the attention and 
support that they have long 
deserved but were denied at 
their former label. The release 
of "Special Beat Service" also 
marks the first time that this in­
fectious and highly danceable 
group has broken through the 
conservative radio airplay bar­
riers. They have finally begun to 
receive the exposure to the mass 
listening public that is so impor­
tant in establishing new acts. 
Previously the band survived, 
almost solely, from the strong 
word-of-mouth response that 
they found generated by their 
success in England (where they 
are a top attraction) and some 
night-club airplay. 
The Beat, known everywhere 
but in the U.S., opened shows 
across the country for the Police 
and the Clash. Suprisingly, the 
Beat often drew a stronger 
response than the headliners. 
Their recent show at San 
Diego State sold out in a few 
short hours even without the 
benefit of public advertising. 
The first single released from 
their new album is called "Save 
It For Later" and has recently 
been picking up significant 
airplay in San Diego as well as 
the rest of the country. The 
Beat's recent appearance at the 
"US" Festival and the 
Jamaican Music Festival have 
pushed them well into the Top 
100 on the Billboard charts. The 
"Special Beat Service" album is 
filled with songs highly 
danceable but yet socially and 
politically toned. The song 
"Sugar and Stress' exemplifies 
the band's political intonations: 
"This world is upside down 
The right's and wrong's don't 
get much wronger... 
We know where are hearts are 
Right behind our wallets, yes 
and that's where they're 
staying." 
The Beat has a strong reg­
gae/ska influence which shines 
through in the song "Ackee 
1-2-3" with its toasting (a 
reggae-style rap) and Jamaican 
rhythms. "Special Beat 
Service," produced by Bob 
Sargeant, is a more polished 
and refined work than the 
Beat's first two outings. 
He expressed the band's point 
of view by saying that though a 
cleaner final product was pro­
duced, they were not happy 
with the overall lack of energy 
to the record. 
"Special Beat Service" is a 
must for every "current" 
record collection. 
To the listeners, a lack of 
energy is hardly noticeable in 
"Special Beat Service." It is still 
a must for every "current" 
record collection. 
by Joseph Mularky 
Entertainment in San Diego 
can be expensive. 
All students need relief from 
the academic pressures of 
University life. Conscious of 
this student need, the VISTA 
has done its best to expand its 
"Entertainment Section." The 
Entertainment Section has 
striven to offer a wide variety of 
entertainment options to the 
student body. However, many 
of the activities that appear in 
the VISTA are very expensive. 
Not all of us can afford the 
luxury of spending a small for­
tune on weekend entertainment. 
For those of us whose economic 
situation is unstable, we have 
compiled a list of free activities 
in the San Diego area. 
This list is incomplete; should 
anyone run across additional 
free activities in San Diego, 
please share your discoveries 
with us. 
1. Ship Open House: The 
United States Navy schedules 
open house aboard one or more 
ships on most weekends. Ship(s) 
open for public boarding 1-4 
p.m., Saturday and Sunday at 
the Broadway Pier at the foot of 
Broadway at Harbor Drive. For 
information call 235-3534. 
2. Scripps Aquarium: Fea­
tures a wide variety of marine 
animals from around the world. 
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, 
8602 La Jolla Shores Dr. La 
Jolla. For information 
452-6933. 
3. Cabrillo National Monu­
ment: Commemorates the dis­
covery of the coast of Califor­
nia by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo. 
Visitor center's exhibits explain 
Cabrillo's exploration. The 
location provides a vantage 
point to view the annual migra­
tion of the California grey 
whale. Open 9 a.m. to 5:15 
p.m., daily; location on the tip 





Alpha Kappa Psi, in coordi­
nation with the ASB Bullpen 
and Lark, is sponsoring a 
Valentine's Day Dance on 
Saturday, February 12, in the 
Student Union. There will be 
photographs of you and your 
Valentine available for purchase 
at $1.00 a copy, but the admis­
sion is FREE! This gala event 
begins at 9:00 p.m. sharp, and 
the preferrable dress code for 
the evening—appropriately 
enough—is red! So join the fun, 
but don't lose your heart! 
4. Firehouse Museum: An­
tique fire fighting equipment, 
displayed in San Diego's oldest 
fire house. Open 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Saturdays and Sundays, 
1572 Columbia Street. For in­
formation 232-3473. 
5. Villa Montezuma: Historic 
house museum, one of the best 
examples of Victorian mansions 
on the west coast. Open 1 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m., Tuesday thru Fri­
day and Sundays, 1925 "K" 
street. Information 239-2211. 
6. Palomar Observatory: 
America's largest telescope, op­
tical range approximately one 
billion H|htyears. Open 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. daily, top of Palomar 
mountain. Information 
452-6933. 
7. Balboa Park: 1,074 acres 
containing art galleries, 
theatres, sports facilities, 
museums and one of the world's 
largest zoos, naturally, plenty 
of green grass, and trees. Open 
daily. For information 
239-0512. 
8. Old Town State Park: The 
first European settlement in 
California; shops and res­
taurants. For information 
237-6770. 
9. Arts & Crafts Council: 
Sponsors outdoor art shows 
most weekends in Mission Bay 
Park on the lawns in front of 
the Hilton Inn, Vacation Village 
& Hyatt Islandia as well as the 
first weekend of every month on 
the lawn aside of President's 
Way in Balboa Park. Viewing 
Free. For Information 
236-5984. 
10. Scenic Drive: San Diego's 
52-mile scenic drive is marked 
every quarter mile by a blue and 
white sign featuring a seagull. 
An arrow underneath the sign 
indicates the correct direction. 
A suggested starting point is the 
Broadway Pier on Harbor Drive 
head North. 
WKRP at USD? 
Have you ever felt the desire 
to become a disc-jockey; 
wondered how music is pro­
grammed and selected; or even 
admired Dr. Johnny Fever of 
Les Nessman of WKRP? Well, 
USD's Associated Student Body 
is offering you an opportunity 
in which you can put those 
talents and desires to work. The 
A.S.B. is interested in estab­
lishing a radio station on cam­
pus, which shall be programm­
ed and operated by the students 
of USD. 
Such audio communication 
possesses the potential to widen 
the range of campus news and 
events, as well as broadcast 
music, that can be broadcast to 
the largest audience possible. 
The efficiency and improve­
ment of the communication of 
information alone could greatly 
enhance campus life and en­
thusiasm. It also creates a great 
opportunity in which experience 
of the operations and pro­
cedures of mass media can be 
obtained at a pre-professional 
level. 
Since much planning and 
organization is still left to be 
completed, there are openings 
available for interested students 
to voice their ideas and con­
tribute their efforts towards the 
station's establishment. John 
Brumbach, innovator and 
developer of the project, is cur­
rently looking for persons in­
terested in the positions of pro­
gram director, and music coor­
dinator. All those interested in 
these positions or in any other 
aspect of the station, please call 
John Brumbach at 295-8295. 
Don't miss a great opportunity. 
ASB presents their annual 
DISNEYLAND TRIP! 
Saturday, February 19, 1983 
10 am-12 midnight 
$13.00 for round-trip transportation 
& all attractions! 
Tickets on sale at the box office 
now through Feb. 18 
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Movie Review 
Videodrome: Good and Bad 
by Arian Collins 
One doesn't get many 
chances to see a movie like 
Videodrome. Few movies have 
a first half that is so good and a 
second half that is so bad. The 
story is about a small cable 
television station executive. 
Max (played by James Woods), 
whose company broadcasts por­
nography and violence. His day 
begins with a video wake-up call 
and a breakfast of cold pizza 
and coffee. He then goes to 
work finding programs for his 
network. Max comes across a 
series called Videodrome, 
without any kind of plot or 
storyline, which is brutal and 
sexually violent. He is convinc­
ed that this is the show of the 
future and begins a search for 
the show's origins so that he 
may broadcast Videodrome 
through his cable station. After 
watching episodes of the show, 
Max discovers that the show 
causes one to hallucinate. The 
hallucinations he experiences, 
which are reminiscent of 
another movie, Altered States, 
make it difficult to determine 
when he is imagining things and 
when he is not. Although it is 
uncertain whether this is the 
director's real intent, the 
hallucinations are the most 
entertaining part of the film. Up 
until this point the story is 
credibly complemented with 
twists of plot, competent acting, 
and believable dialogue 
The transition from an in­
teresting to a silly and revolting 
plot begins about halfway 
through the picture. The change 
is so abrupt it seems as though 
an entirely new director or 
writer has taken over the film. 
TYPING 
FAST • ACCURATE 
HIGH QUALITY 
with IBM Selectric III 
ONLY $1.50 PER PAGE! 
• TERM PAPERS • REPORTS 
• THESES • RESUMES 
• TRANSPARENCIES FOR YOUR 
PRESENTATIONS 
• FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY • 
Call us if you need more information: 
(619) 292-1620 or 450-0752 
7612 Linda Vista Road 
Mesa College Square 
Photographic Art 
Center Opens 
Nonetheless, there is only one, 
Writer-Director David 
Cronenberg, whose last film 
was the gory Scanners. At this 
point in the film, Cronenberg 
seems to have run out of good 
ideas and, in desperation, 
turned the movie over to a 
special effects crew. In no time 
at all people are blowing up like 
pop com and disintegrating in 
living color. And once the blood 
really starts flowing, everything 
the movie had going for it col­
lapses including the acting, the 
dialogue, and the plot. 
1 can recommend only the 
first half of the movie. 
However, if the blood-and-guts 
sort of film is your kind of 
show, Videodrome is showing 
at La Jolla Village Theaters, 
AMC Fashion Valley 4, and 
Mann's Sports Arena 6. 
by Diane Katz 
The Center for Photographic 
Arts, located in the heart of San 
Diego's Balboa park, began in­
terior construction on February 
8, 1983. The museum will en­
compass nearly 8000 square feet 
of space for gallery exhibitions, 
workshops, lecture and film 
series, and much more. This 
museum is soon to be one of the 
world's major museums de­
voted to the comprehensive ex­
ploration of the photographic 
medium, from its very beginn­
ings to today's most current ex­
pressions. The museum hosted a 
pre-opening celebration "push 
pin party," a free informal hap­
pening to exhibit the diverse 
photographs of Southern 
California amateurs and profes­
sionals. Any subject or photo­
graphic medium was welcome, 
from baby shots to poetic land­
scapes. 
Since 1974 the Center for 
Photographic Arts has operated 
as a museum "without any 
walls." Many exhibitions have 
been presented including works 
by; Ansel Adams, Duane 
Nlichals, and Ed Weston. Also 
lectures, panel discussions, and 
video taped interviews have 
been a large part of the center's 
continuous educational 
program. 
The Center for Photographic 
Arts is designed to provide an 
ideal setting for the understand­
ing and appreciation of the 
many facets of photography. 
This is a unique time in the 
center's evolution, filled with 
new opportunities and pros­
pects for the future. The new 
executive Director is Arthur 
Oilman, former chairman of the 
board of San Francisco 
camerawork. 
The center's gala opening is 
April 30, and an exciting ex-
hibiton schedule is in the 
making. 
The Center for Photographic 
Arts in Balboa Park San Diego, 
the museum dedicated to those 
interested in photography, in­
vites you to participate in the 
exploration of the new museum. 
CPA CANDIDATES 
IT S NOT TOO LATE FOR NOVEMBER 
IT S NOT TOO EARLY FOR MAY 
• Outstanding reputation in Test Preparation 
• Hundreds ot hours of taped instruction via 
complete TEST-N-TAPE" facilities No compulsory 
mass lectures No fixed classes 
• Plan your own schedule; proceed at your own 
pace 
• Use free time to your advantage We're available 
days, evenings, or weekends according to each 
center's schedule No loss of study time when 
working out of town (Transfers available to any of 
our centers in the U S and abroad) 
Call Days Evenings & Weekends 





Mary L. Buske 
EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS S»CE 1938 
Centers »n More than 105 Major U S Cities. 
Puerto Rico and Toronto. Canada 
For Information About 
Other Centers 
OUTSIDE N Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-223-1782 
_ 
Cards, Gifts & Candies 
7612 MESA COLLEGE DRIVE 
IN THE MESA COLLEGE SQUARE 278-8419 
FREE CANDY!! 
Buy One Dollars Worth of Anything in the 
Store and Receive a Second Dollars 
Worth of Candy 
FREE!! 
With This Coupon Only • Offer Good Through February 28, 1983 
7612 MESA COLLEGE DRIVE NEXT TO THE 
IN THE MESA COLLEGE SQUARE YOGURT CUP IKS 
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Valentine Personals 
DDV—You'U always be my 
pooh-bear. Happy Valentine's 
Day! 
To Elsa aka Lisa, Happy Valen­
tine's Day to a treasured friend-
you're a branch of strength in 
the quicksand of life! SAP 
To Veronica S., Happy Valen­
tines Day to a true weather 
friend!! If you need me, I'm 
here! jaws 
Keith Mullin—Happy Valen­
tine's Day Lover! Yours always 
and forever... 1 Love You!! 
Diann 
Bo wants Robert for V-Day & 
everyday! 
There was a young lady named 
Carol 
Who loved to have sex in a 
barrel 
In the office 'tis told 
She was distant and cold 
But what a women in her night 
time apparel 
To Tim Durnin: 
It's time to make love my dear 
Tim, 
The fireflies twinkle and dim 
The stars lean together 
like birds of a feather 
and the loin lies down with the 
limb. 
A Guy from our own ASB 
was kissing a girl after I.C.C. 
"This isn't good kissing," 
Said the girl. "I hear 
hissing:" 
So the guy stopped immediately. 
To the donor of the "Green 
Director's Chair," it looks great 
in my office, whoever you are 
thank-you. 
PJS, 1 had to let you know, 
your argyles send chills up my 
spine, I'm all prepped up over 
you. CAR 
To a certain sophomore 
business major, is there really 
life north of Hamilton? If not 
Horseback and Haagendazs can 
remedy that. 
REV. I thank you for the 
goodness, kindness, honesty 
and warmth of feeling that the 
continuence of our friendship 
brings. CORKIE 
M, Your friendship holds a 
special place in my heart! Love 
Ya, Cath 
"M" you don't even go to this 
school anymore and you still 
read the paper...some people 
just never learn. Happy Valen­
tine's Day. Love, "C" 
Gallant Murdock: 
Roses are Red 
Violets are Blue 
Your body is so sexy and pink 
night gowns are becoming on 
you. 
V.K.: 
There once was a man who 
drank crushes, in the company 
of three wonderful lushes. After 
several ice teas which he drank 
with great ease, he learned that 
a large brave bull blushes!! 
Kathy N. 1 would like to get to 
know you. Please whenever you 
see me give me a warm smile 
and come talk to me. Secret Ad­
mirer 
Carol, my love for you 
is eternal. I lust for you each 
and every moment of my life. 
Maybe that's why I got an "A" 
in sex ed. Me 
R.J. Happy Valentine's Day, 
I'll love you always, Sweet 
cheeks 
To the cute little girl in the mis­
sions, Every pup has her day. 
To the Angel in the Vista room, 
When are we going to Round 
The Corner then hit all the Hap­
py Hours in San Diego. 
Critter Face, I still do.. Happy 
Valentine's Day. All my love, 
Sweeters. 
Mildred St. Girls 1 & 2, Happy 
Valentines Day you wild 
roomies. Love you both, 03 
David O, Let's talk politics. 
Karen W. 
Chocolate Monkey, Don't 
forget to adjust your shutter 
speed because 1 couldn't see you 
in your senior portrait. Year­
book staff 
To Alida, Fozy Bear and the 
Puppy Lord, Thanks for being 
there when 1 needed you most. 





"I told him 1 was waiting until 
the wedding night." 
".. .yes, I may dream a million 
dreams but how can they come 
true if there will never ever be 
another you..." 
The beer cans are gone but the 
memory still remains. Looking 
forward to many more. 
The under toad has come and 
gone, let's hope he doesn't 
return soon. Thank You Love! 
Thanks mom! Even though dad 
left you when 1 was five and 
alcohol became your spouse, I 
think you're keen. Happy V 
day. Your 01 son roommate 04! 
Denise, my name...my 
name.. .is.. .oh, never mind!!! 
Happy V-Day. Love, your 
roomie. 
Rachel M. Hang in there 
baby.. .everything is going to 
be "a ok" We won't let 
anything happen to you. Happy 
Valentine's Day, love your 23 
"C" roomie... 
To the fifth Roomie (aka: SG) 
Hey chick, you're welcome over 
anytime. Just don't spoil us. 
Happy V-Day, luv, CE. 
To Brenda, Surprise, it isn't last 
year, but its the thought that 
counts. Oh yeah, will you be my 
only Valentine, Love ya, Lou. 
Cath—Thanks for showing me 
what a true friend is. Preps are 
wonderful people! Keep smiling 
and being YOU. God loves 




"Coming to this school so I 
could be near him." 
Sophomore 
Accounting 
"I've mistaken my boyfriend's 
identical twin for him." 
BRIAN—This makes 128 hap­
pier days of MY life! Thru rain, 
sleet and snow, huh? I look for­
ward to mail drops and 
weekends. Thanks for so much, 
I LOVE YOU!!!! Oh, year, will 
you be my Valentine? Yours 
Truly. 
D a r l e n i e  —  Y o u  a r e  T H E  
BEST...Boss, Mom, Friend, 
Chauffeur,.. .Where would we 
be without you? Happy Valen­
tine's Day to one Sweetheart of 
a Gal. Hugs & Kisses, your 
favorite work studies (alias: the 
kids you never wanted) p.s. 
Welcome JoAnn! HVD, too! 
Margie, Thanks Sweetie! Have 
the best day today and always! 
Love, your HAPPY roomie. 
Ruthless & Psychowoman: You 
craaazy girls! Dorm life might 
be intolerable without nuts like 
you. Happy Valentine's (He's 
MINE, Geraci!). Affectionate­
ly, Moi. 
Pops—Sorry. I don't mean to 
be a stranger.. .especially to the 
man I love most, but studies are 
weighty. I'm never too far. I 
LOVE YOU!!! Always, your 
favorite daughter/tree. p.s. 
Thank you. 
Bitsy: (Do you mind if I call you 
that?) See, we have personals, 
too. Happy Valentine's! I still 
miss you. Hope Casper's 
treating you well. Be good. Lot-
sa Love and mail on its 
w a y . . . " M "  
GAB See ya' at Mr. A's CAB 
Question of the Week 
Question by Carol Damon 
Photographs by Andy Wasa 
What is the stupidest thing you have ever 








"I admitted it." Mitchell McPeek 
Senior 
Art 
"Since I fall in love every week, 
you will have to wait until my 




"My boyfriend was throwing a * 
stag party and I fell through a 
garbage can trying to spy on 
them." 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Fellner 
Biology/Art 
Sophomore/Senior 
"We got married in Mexico." 
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Senate Ad-Hoc Committee Presents Findings 
in San Diego Federal Account 
Senate Ad Hoc Commitee for 
the Investigation/Recommen­
dation of the San Diego Federal 
Savings Account 
The following is a compila­
tion of the findings of this 
committee: 
Constitutional Issues 
According to several memos 
obtained by this committee dur­
ing its investigation, as well as 
personal interviews with David 
Goddard and Carolyn Emme, 
Guilin derives his justification 
for the establishment of an off 
campus bank account from the 
concept of EXECUTIVE 
PRIVILEGE. Although this 
power is not specifically 
deliniated in the constitution, 
memos from Guilin to the Dean 
of Students, as well as personal 
statements to the committee by 
David Goddard, show that this 
power was inferred from Article 
II, section 2, paragraphs "G" 
(The president shall have the 
power, under the provisions of 
Article VIII, to initiate and ex­
ecute the fiscal policies of this 
Association) and "J" (The 
president shall have such other 
powers as are necessary for the 
fulfillment of the duties of his 
office...). These passages are 
taken to give the president of 
the ASB a large degree of 
autonomy in determining and 
carrying out ASB policy. Since 
the words "Executive 
Privilege" do not occur 
anywhere in the ASB Constitu­
tion, this power can only be 
considered an inference. 
However, we feel that 
passages cited in defense of the 
establishment of the account ig­
nore the remainder of Article II, 
section 2, paragraph "j" (cited 
above), which reads "and are 
consistant with the other provi­
sions of this Constitution." Ex­
amination of the constitution 
reveals that, under Article II, 
section 1, paragraph "E," 
"During summer vacation or 
any other period exceeding ten 
(10) school days in which the 
Student Senate does not meet, 
the EXECUTIVE BOARD (em­
phasis added) shall be charged 
with all administrative decisions 
of the ASB until the Student 
Senate meets again." Guilin, in 
opening the account on his 
singluar initiative, failed to in­
clude the Executive Board in the 
decision-making process as is 
dictated by the Constitution. 
The Constitution defines the 
term "Executive Board" as 
consisting of: the President, 
Vice-President, Secretary of 
Academics, Secretary of Com­
munications, Secretary of 
Finance, Secretary of Justice, 
Secretary of Student Services, 
Social Chairman, Secretary of 
Athletics and Recreation, and 
Secretary of Student Organiza­
tions. From the committee's 
detailed study of the Constitu­
tion, nowhere did we find 
evidence that the Executive 
Board consists of one and only 
one individual. Since the 
establishment of the bank ac­
count was an "administrative" 
action, and since the Executive 
Board was not advised, either 
individually or as a body, about 
such an account, the decision to 
undertake such an activity is a 
clear violation of the constitu­
tion. In this case the inferred 
power of Executive Privilege is 
superceded by the actual text of 
the Constitution. 
As for the contention by 
Guilin et al that ASB fees and 
reveues are separate, this point 
is clearly moot due to the provi­
sions cited above ("During 
summer vacation or any other 
period exceeding ten (10) school 
days in which the Student 
Senate does not meet, the Ex­
ecutive Board shall be charged 
with all administrative decisions 
of the ASB until the Student 
Senate meets again"). Con­
sideration of the nature of these 
funds is irrelevant to the ques­
tion of whether or not the ac­
count should or should not have 
been established. 
Furthermore, this position 
fails to supplant other provi­
sions which call for at least 
minimal cooperation between 
the ASB and the School Ad­
ministration regarding major 
changes in ASB policy. Accord­
ing to Article II, section 2, first 
paragraph, the president should 
"work with the Vice-President 
and the Secretaries and the 
Social Chairman to coordinate 
their activities and be ultimately 
responsible for the welfare of 
this Association." In Article 
VII, section 1, paragraph "E", 
the university liaison to the stu­
dent body (called the "Faculty 
Advisor") must "receive man­
datory monthly reports on the 
ASB financial affairs from the 
Secretary of Finance. As noted 
above, Guilin failed to solicit 
Executive Board or Faculty Ad­
visor approval of his actions. 
Further, he concealed the ex­
istence of the account from all 
but a select group of in­
dividuals, David Goddard and 
Carolyn Emme. Therefore their 
actions were again incompatible 
with the provisions of the con­
stitution cited above. 
According to Article II, sec­
tion 12, "... It shall be the duty 
of any member of the ASB to 
report in writing to the 
representative of the Student 
Affairs Office collection, com­
mitments, or expenditures made 
in violation of the ASB Con­
stitution or By-Laws." Since 
David Goddard failed to so in­
form Student Affairs, and since 
Carolyn Emme only acted after 
a questionable time period and 
under questionable conditions, 
they have violated the above-
mentioned article and section. 
Questions Concerning Account 
Activity 
Given the records of 
withdrawals and deposits which 
took place in the San Diego 
Federal Account and the story 
supplied by Vince Guilin and 
David Goddard explaining their 
original intent for opening the 
account (for emergency situa­
tions) and their reason for clos­
ing it (to cover the deficit 
discovered) certain questions 
arise. For example, the record 
of deposits and withdrawals 
shows deposits of $5164.35 be­
ing made during June 1st and 
June 2nd. On June 8th a deposit 
of $710.00 was made and a 
withdrawal of $700.00 was 
made in the form of a check 
payable to Guilin. On June 10th 
a deposit was made for $187.00. 
On June 22 a deposit was made 
for 28.00 and a withdrawal for 
$500.00. On July 12th a deposit 
was made for 283.00 and a 
withdrawal for 228.00. On July 
16th a withdrawal was made for 
160.00 and on July 17th a 
deposit was made for 160.00. 
From July 18th on only 
withdrawals were made. 
If the process to close down 
the account began with the first 
withdrawal on June 8th, then 
what was the purpose for mak­
ing the 4 subsequent deposits? 
If the process to close down the 
account began with the with­
drawal on July 21st (the with­
drawal following the final de­
posit), an explanation should be 
provided to explain why the 
four previous withdrawals were 
made. To this date, such an ex­
planation has not been 
provided. 
Additional Findings 
1. According to Carolyn 
Emme, Guilin called her after 
his initial meeting with Student 
Affairs and instructed her what 
to tell Dean Burke in an upcom­
ing meeting. 
2. Emme learned about the 
account by June 7th. She stated 
to the Committee that within 
two weeks she reported its ex­
istence to Student Affairs. 
However, Dean Burke places 
the date on which Emme came 
to him at around July 12th, 
which would indicate a lapse of 
5 weeks from Emme's discovery 
of the account to her act of in­
forming Burke of the account's 
existence. Further, Emme acted 
only after Controller Steve 
Welch visited Burke and alluded 
to the possibility of such an ac­
count. The Committee was un­
able to establish any direct link 
between Welch's visit and 
Emme's admission, but never­
theless notes that she failed to 
act for over a month, and then 
not until Student Affairs had al­
ready been alerted to the pos­
sible existence of an account. 
3. In his testimony before the 
Committee Welch strongly im­
plied an attempt on the part of 
Guilin and Goddard to deliber­
ately falsify an ASB check re­
quest form for the purpose of 
deceiving Student Affairs. Fur­
ther investigation, as well as 
statements made by Goddard 
before the Committee and addi­
tional queries made to Faculty 
Advisor Thomas Cosgrove, 
reveals this implication to be 
completely false. This is only 
one example of the many er­
roneous rumours and accusa­
tions which have permeated this 
issue from the beginning. 
4. In Guilin's August 20th 
letter to Burke, he states that 
"hand check privileges have 
been revoked." Therefore, in 
his opinion, the account was 
needed for emergency situations 
as they might arrive. Dean 
Burke, in reply to Guilin, stated 
that hand checks for the ASB 
had NOT been revoked, to the 
knowledge of the Student Af­
fairs office. In Guilin's 
November 22nd memo to the 
Student Senate, he states that 
the university had "ALL BUT 
revoked" hand check privileges 
(emphasis added). 
5. Despite a lack of hard 
evidence that embezzlement or a 
conspiracy to embezzle funds 
took place, the mere fact that 
such a large body of cash could 
be used covertly, and without 
any adequate system of checks 
and balances, by its very nature 
suggests considerable potential 
for personal use and therefore 
abuse) of these funds. 
The potential for abuse is 
magnified by the fact that the 
account was never a "dual-
endorsement account" as was 
initially claimed. Rather, a 
"join" account existed, where 
any of the signators had in­
dividual access to the account. 
6. $500.00 in travelers checks 
were cashed at the Ascot 
clothing store on August 7th. 
Guilin claims that he "attended 
the Ascot Shops [sic] annual 
sale and had in [Guilin's] 
possession personal funds total­
ing to around $400.00 as well as 
$500.00 in transfer withdrawal 
travelers-checks that needed to 
be converted into cash for their 
eventual deposit. Viewing this 
as the perfect opportunity to 
convert the checks into cash 1 
proceeded to do so." While 
refusing to question the validity 
of Guilin's story, the Commit­
tee nevertheless notes the lack 
of propriety such a "co-
mingling" of funds demon­
strates. A $700.00 check drawn 
on the account made payable to 
Guilin has not been explained, 
although the funds were even­
tually accounted for upon ex­
amination by Student Affairs. 
7 According to their memo 
dated November 22, 1982, 
Guilin and Goddard claim that 
"The nature of the account was 
of an emergency basis. If the 
chief programmers who reside 
on the Senate, became aware of 
the existence of such an ac­
count, it is likely that a reliance 
would be established on the said 
account as a crutch instead of 
an emergency bail-out measure. 
This is w hat occurred during the 
prior administration and the 
cause of the revocation of our 
handcheck privilege." Logical­
ly, this argument is unsound, 
for if the account was to be used 
during emergency situations, 
"chief programmers'" reliance 
would merely be shifted from 
the university's hand checks to 
the "emergency fund." This 
would not reduce abuse. 
8. Despite repeated attempts, 
the Committee could not induce 
Guilin to appear before it for 
testimony. 
Recom mendations 
Based on our findings, we, 
the Senate Ad Hoc Investiga­
tion/Recommendation Com­
mittee for the San Diego 
Federal Savings Account, 
recommend the following: 
1. Censure of the following 





2. Senate institution of recall 
proceedings for President Vince 
Guilin. 
In recognition of the fact that 
Goddard has since retired from 
office, the following recommen­
dation should be considered 
symbolic: 
3. Senate institution of recall 
proceedings for former Secre­
tary of Finance David Goddard. 
In addition, the Committee 
suggests that the Student Senate 
undertake the following: 
4. Consideration of recall 
proceedings in light of Vice-
President Carolyn Emme's re­
duced involvement in the affair. 
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Storm Leaves Mark 
by Rosi Cordoba 
As a member of the Mission 
Beach community, I once again 
experienced the consequences 
that follow a little bit of rain. 
Confident that the worst of the 
storm was over, 1 was disap­
pointed to find Mission Blvd. 
flooded once again as I returned 
from a full day of classes. 
Wooden horses blocked the 
street, and policemen checked 
l.D.'s, only allowing residents 
to enter the detour to their 
homes. As 1 drove down Strand 
Way (the first alley east of the 
beach), carefully maneuvering 
my way around the numerous 
puddles, I could see that the 
heavy rain and high tides of last 
week have left a definite mark 
on the face of Mission Beach. 
During the Jan. 21—29 
storms, the Pacific coast be­
came an unsuspecting victim. 
Giant waves shattered windows 
and knocked down fences and 
doors of beachfront property 
from San Diego to Del Mar. 
Many residents were surprised 
to find their living rooms 
flooded with sand, kelp, and 
miniture sea-life. Others watch­
ed helplessly as their patios and 
furniture were destroyed. 
Equally disasterous was the 
damage felt by private busi­
nesses. Martin Gaull, manager 
of Contemporary Craftsman in 
Ocean Beach, exclaimed that his 
shop was flooded with two feet 
of water. Five seaside restaur­
ants in Cardiff were smashed by 
the waves, sacrificing their sun-
decks and furniture. A 20 cot­
tage motel in Pacific Beach was 
forced to clear its guests. Ocean 
Villa Motel manager, Ken Gib-
bings, stated $20,000 damage to 
eight ground floor rooms. 
Public property did not fail to 
go undamaged. Pacific Beach 
waves ripped 300 feet off 
56-year old Crystal Pier. A 
$25,000 lifeguard tower in Del 
Mar was destroyed. The high 
tides swept over Highway 101 in 
spots along the coast, closing 
traffic. Windblown trees fell 
across power lines, causing 
shortages in many areas around 
San Diego. 
More significant than the loss 
of property, however, was the 
danger that the storms caused 
directly or indirectly to many 
lives. A 47-year old man died on 
Jan. 28th in a car accident that 
resulted from rain slick in 
Oceanside. Donald Miller, a 
21-year old surfer from Pacific 
Beach was injured when high 
waves knocked him off his 
board onto rocks in La Jolla. It 
took nearly an hour for life­
guards, paramedics, and fire 
fighters to finally rescue him 
and take him to a hospital. In 
Baja California, approximately 
800 people were left homeless, 
especially in Rosarita Beach, 
where waves destroyed the 
weakly-built houses. 
What does all of this mean to 
San Diego? Due to the coastal 
damage of the storm, Governor 
Deukmejian declared San 
Diego, Los Angeles, Marin, and 
San Mateo counties disaster 
areas, entitling them to receive 
emergency aid. According to 
city and state engineers, the city 
of San Diego has $3.4 million 
worth of damages caused by the 
Jan. 21-29 storms. $800,000 hit 
private property while $2.6 
million resulted in losses to 
public facilities. 
The city has been very helpful 
in enabling the beach commun-
Balboa Park 
ities to adapt to the changes 
they have had to deal with. 
Evacuation centers were set up 
by the city's office of Disaster 
Readiness for those in need. Bill 
Gotch, representative of Mis­
sion Beach, was responsible for 
making 10,000 sandbags avail­
able to beach residents. Bull­
dozers lowered the sand level in 
North Mission Beach to prevent 
the waves from crashing over 
the wall onto beach front 
property. 
The most obvious and admir­
able effects of the unexpected 
disasters, however, was the 
determination of the residents 
in cleaning up and protecting 
their homes. As many inland 
Overshadows Houses of Voters 
by Shirley Edwards 
As you walk through the 
streets of Balboa Park and 
North Park in San Diego admir­
ing the beauty and splender of 
the area, you probably would 
not think that amongst this out­
door atmosphere exists some 
very old and fashionable houses 
that would probably go un­
noticed to the casual observer. 
But if you were to walk past the 
park a little further into the 
neighboring streets and side­
walks, you might come across 
some very fashionable homes. 
Some dating as far back at 
1905. 
The streets are usually 
isolated and sometimes the 
roads are very narrow. They 
usually lead into one way 
streets, such as the houses on 
Seventh Avenue right as you 
turn into Upas Street. But 
locating and seeking out these 
old atmospheric homes is not 
something one should plan to 
do. Admiring their splender 
should come while driving 
through the park streets, on 
your way to the park, leaving it, 
or just taking a walk for the 
view. 
Most of these homes were 
built in the fancy of the original 
owner. They sometimes have a 
very unusual and complex 
architectural structure. Once in 
a while you can see a very old 
man or woman just outside 
their home and only imagine the 
stories they can tell about the 
San Diego area. No matter how 
big the house, for there are just 
as many well structured small 
homes as there are large homes, 
one can imagine its original 
owner. A lot of times, when you 
do see the owner, they look very 
much like their house. Just as if 
they had grown and aged with 
their homes in their own per­
sonal way. 
Many of these homes have a 
story of their own and make San 
Diego a historical monument in 
itself, if the apartments and 
condominiums do not take 
them away. Admiring these 
homes for their historical value 
and their unique architecture is 
just as fun as strolling through 
the parks themselves. For it cap­
tures a part of the past for peo­
ple who were too young to have 
been around when they were 
built. 
If you can volunteer your time 
and talent from 7:30 P.M. until 
11:00 P.M. Tuesday, March 15, 
1983, please contact Sally 
Burgan before March 1 at 
565-3575, Monday through Fri­
day, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
The volunteers will be working 
on site at the registrar of voters 
office. 
Remember, voter participation 
is the backbone of American 
Democracy—do your part!— 
start by volunteering today. 
spectators, laden with cameras, 
have been able to observe, 
several houses along the board­
walk have been transformed. 
Sandbags, piled randomly, con­
tinue to line the beachfront 
property. A number of broken 
windows and doors have been 
boarded up until they can be 
replaced. Damaged carpeting, 
which had to be ripped out, was 
seen stacked along driveways, 
together with the remains of 
outdoor fences. 
The majority of beach 
dwellers, however, have tried 
not to let the storms get them 
down. It has become an occa­
sion to become better ac­
quainted with neighbors, as all 
are sharing the same experi­
ences. Even though the board­
walk is an obstacle course full 
of sand, kelp, and broken 
wood, joggers and beach 
cruisers can be seen just as 
much as before. Everyone has 
tried to make the most of this 
unexpected situation while at 
the same time looking forward 
to the final days of rain. 
Resident Assistant Applications 
AVAILABLE 
FEBRUARY 1st — February 16th 
IN THE HOUSING OFFICE—FIRST FLOOR, MISSION CROSSROADS 
applications also available at the 
R.A. APPLICATION INFORMATION MEETING 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10th 
AT 6:30 PM 
INTHECAMINO LOUNGE 
NOTE: All completed applications must be returned 
to the housing office before 5PM on 
Friday, February 18th. 
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San Diego News 
Restaurant Review 
The Shores 
lhe storms have ceased and the waves are settled. Remaining is Pacific Beach's 56 year old 
Crystal Pier minus 300 feet lost to the storms that caused such damage. Photo by Mark Roland 
Compassion Sought 
Bishop Addresses Lenten Observance 
The Most Rev. Leo T. 
Maher, Bishop of the Roman 
Catholic Diocese of San Diego, 
has released his annual Lenten 
message marking the beginning 
of the Lenten season on Ash 
Wednesday. 
In his message, Bishop Maher 
asks that all Christian people 
respect human rights and dig­
nity. He said, "We all have a 
mission to be forgiv­
ing.. .without forgiveness, the 
weeds of resentment grow swift­
ly, choking the tender shoots of 
mercy. God sends us into the 
world to be compassionate with 
others in their broken condi­
tion, to serve them. Compas­
sion is to free them from fear, 
to foster the capacity to love. 
This is what Jesus did for us, 
and it is what we are to do for 
one another." 
Lent is traditionally a time of 
preparation for the events tak­
ing place during Holy Week. It 
is also a time of self-evaluation 
and reflection. Lent is a time for 
all Christians to better their 
lives and to remove all that 
separates them from God. 
Lent begins February 16 and 
lasts six weeks until Easter Sun­
day, April 3, 1983. 
(The Bishop's Message:) 
Lent is a time designated by 
the church for us to transform 
TEST WITH CONFIDENCE 
T A K E  T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
O F  S A N  D I E G O ' S  
N E W L Y  R E V I S E D  
LSAT 
PREPARATION COURSE 
• Faculty includes lawyers and educators. 
• Counseling provided both during 40 hr. course and 
alter you receive your L.S.A.T. score. 
• Extensive Classroom and homework materials 
accompany lectures. 
• Audio tape reinforcement 
• GUARANTEE: If you .Information in 
don't score in the c0r->-^ 113 
top 250/0 take the SerraHall 318 
next course FREE 
Call toll-free (800) 223-2618 
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4579 
For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation 
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our inner lives. It is an invita­
tion to use the means by which 
we can become fully human and 
Christian, less ego-centered and 
more centered in the divine will. 
Lent disposes us to be open to 
the presence of God within us so 
that our Christian attitudes of 
social justice, peace and mercy 
may flow over in daily acts of 
compatible and compassionate 
love and service. 
Lent, through prayer, alms­
giving, fasting, allows us to 
become conscious and aware of 
obstacles that block the flow of 
grace in our being and of condi­
tions that facilitate its release so 
our hearts and lives may 
become more and more Christ­
like. 
Lent, then, could be the key 
that unlocks many doors where 
we can explore new avenues of 
inner liberation. Thus we are 
encouraged and become what 
we are supposed to be. We find 
a solid foundation on which to 
by Janice Walters 
If one is looking for a "class 
act" place to have their parents 
take them when they come to 
visit, The Shores Restaurant is 
the place. The same goes for a 
person who is in search of a 
spiffy restaurant to take a date, 
for good-impression's sake. It's 
expensive, but excellent. 
Located in the Sea Lodge 
Hotel, The Shores offers an in­
comparable view of the La Jolla 
beach front. Of course, to have 
a table by the window, it must 
be by special request. The decor 
of the restaurant is of the 
Spanish influence with a touch 
of pin lighting. 
Dinners range from approx­
imately $9.95 to $12.95 and all 
consist of an entree, the Sea 
Food salad, consomme, rolls, 
vegetables, and rice or potatoes. 
The entrees vary from Lobster 
Thermador to Beef Piquante, 
Chicken Cordon Bleu, Scampi, 
Mahi Mahi, Prime Rib, and 
Paella, to name a few. The por­
tions are plenty for a person 
with a fair to healthy appetite. 
That is, if they haven't over­
done it on the Sea Food salad 
bar. When a person has the 
selection of crisp lettuce, 
marinated mushrooms, fresh 
shrimp and crab, lobster par-
fait, pickled herring, and 
ceviche, not to mention the four 
unusual but delicious salad 
dressings, it is possible for one 
to fill up on the "goodies" 
before the entree even arrives. 
For those interested in danc­
ing or a night-cap, there is a 
large dance floor, complete with 
a live band, adjacent to the bar. 
The Shores Restaurant 
Sea Lodge Hotel 
8110 Camino Del Oro, La Jolla 
(619) 456-0600 
7 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 
Call for Reservations 
build our life of faith. It allows 
ways of giving to God. It 
challenges us to grow. Just as 
we must eat and drink day by 
day to live, so we must go on 
seeking goodness and truth until 
we die. There is in us an innate 
desire to see and do what is 
right. It is this desire that leads 
us to give each person his or her 
due, to respect human rights 
and dignity, to resist whatever 
lowers our chances to live a 
good life. 
Lent is a time to transform 
the heart. If the heart is 
transformed, actions reflecting 
inner holiness will follow. If 
someone's heart remains 
hardened and convinced of its 
own self-improved 
righteousness, he will be stunted 
in his spiritual growth. Because 
such a person is so full of 
University of San Diego 
Residential Special Events Program 
Residence Staff Summer Employment 
Position Title: Summer Conference Coordinator 
Reports To: Area Summer Conference Assistant Director 
and Director of Housing 
Job Summary: Conference Coordinator will assist in all facets of 
the Residential Special Events Program. Coor­
dinator will be responsible for servicing the 
needs of conference groups and sports camps 
housed in USO residence halls This would in­
clude the administrative, clerical, and physical 
operations necessary to provide housing, din­
ing. and meeting facilities to conference/camp 
participants This involvement will include (I) 
GENERAL PROGRAM PREPARATION/OPERA 
TOM plus (II) SERVICING SPECIFIC CON-
FEFtENCE/SPORTS CAMP groups through (A) 
pre-conference preparation, (B) confer­
ence/camp time services, and (C) post-confer­
ence/camp follow-up. 
These are live-in positions Applications and additional information for these 
summer positions are available now at the Housing Office in the Mission 
Crossroads Completed applications should be returned by Tuesday, 
February 22nd , 1983 
Applications and additional information regarding live-in counselor positions 
with the Atari Computer Camp are also available at the Housing Office 
himself, there is no roo left in 
him for God to fill. But there is 
hope since Lent focues our at­
tention on divine generosity, on 
the mercy and forgiveness of 
God, on his promise lo make us 
holy. Our formation comes as 
our hearts abide with God, so 
our interior holiness grows. The 
fire of his love purges us of 
pride and inspires us to choose 
what would do in our relations 
with others. Lent should 
prepare us to depend on God, 
seeking with his grace to live 
purer, holier, more effective 
lives despite our daily dif­
ficulties. 
One can readily see that Lent 
is meant to strengthen us im­
measurable. It is meant to 
purify us of deformative 
tendencies of the price form 
that obscure the Christ-likeness 
to which we are called. This 
mystery of formative suffering 
prepares us for whatever mis­
sion God has in mind. 
We all have the mission to be 
forgiving, to be compassionate. 
Without forgiveness, the weeds 
of resentment grow swiftly, 
choking off the tender shoots of 
mercy. God sends us into the 
world to be compassionate with 
others in their broken condi­
tion, to serve them. Compas­
sion is to free them from fear, 
to foster the capacity to love. 
This is what Jesus did for us, 
and it is what we are to do for 
one another. 
Lent thus becomes for us an 
opportunity to behold other's 
needs and in serving them, we 
remove from ourselves a self-
centered love and move on in 
our development to a truly self-
donating love in whatever situa­
tion God places us. Such love is 
eternally fresh. 
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The records of the S6645.35 
that passed through the account 
still remain somewhat clouded. 
Adequate records of the money 
that was deposited were not 
kept, making the job of tracing 
that money nearly impossible. 
Guilin claims the money was 
taken from the safe in good 
faith, with him having the 
understanding that any monies 
deposited there must first have 
been receipted in the book. This 
appears to clear Guilin of any 
possible embezzlement plans. 
Those people interviewed on 
this subject implied it was the 
failure of last year's Secretary 
of Finance to receipt the money. 
This is the money that eventu­
ally found its way into the off-
campus account. However, 
nowhere in any of Student Af­
fairs findings did the name Dan 
Smith appear. 
In an interview with Vista, 
Guilin admitted that several 
tactical errors were made. "I 
would not have cashed the 
travellers checks at the men's 
shop... but I don't feel that was 
wrong. Any money that went 
into that account has been 
traced by Student Affairs. 
There is no way I could have 
spent any of the AS money." 
Guilin further explained the 
erratic activity of the account. 
"Durina the summer I didn't 
Guilin 
Continued from page 1 
Steve Welsh. As controller, he 
spent more energy going 
through those books to try to 
pin me against the wall for this 
or for that, he never touched the 
book work that needed to be 
done until over intersession. 
There are so many issues and 
things they could have been do­
ing. While all of this was going 
on, 1 still performed my job." 
When asked of the possibility 
of resignation, he replied, "My 
own personal conscience won't 
let me do it. Not to save me, my 
name has already been dragged 
through the mud...I've done 
too much good for this school. 
If I resign, I'm not going to do 
the students any good." 
At this time, Guilin is waiting 
to appear before the student 
court as he feels it is within their 
jurisdiction to rule on the con­
stitutionality of his actions. 
The Account 
The off-campus account set 
up by Vince Guilin continues to 
be the source of mystery. From 
its conception, the facts sur­
rounding it have been vague and 
hard to piece together. 
Carnevale '83 
The University of San Diego 
Italian Club is responsible for 
having organized various socio-
cultural activities for the uni­
versity and the community. The 
principal objective of the club is 
that of promoting and keeping 
alive the Italian culture, 
language, and tradition among 
young people as well as in the 
university. 
This year we are happy to 
present "Carnevale 83". 
Carnevale 83 will be celebrated 
February 19, at Our Lady of the 
Rosary Church Hall, located at 
1654 State Street, San Diego. 
The carnevale is as big a cele­
bration in Italy, as in various 
countries of the world. At a 
carnevale, people wear colorful 
masks and costumes, therefore 
the participants are encouraged 
to see that they have costumes. 
The best costumes will be 
awarded, with first place winn­
ing a trip to Las Vegas. Dinner 
will be served at 6:00 p.m. by 
Mona Lisa Restaurant. Dinner 
includes Pasta al Forno, Coto-
lette, Salad, and all the bread 
and wine you can eat or drink. 
The dance, which begins at 8:00 
p.m. will feature both the 
sounds of the 80's and the tra­
ditional Italian music. This 
evening will be a great oppor­
tunity for the students of 
U.S.D. to eat, drink, dance, 
and enjoy the Carnevale ex­
perience. 
All this offered at a great 
price, $12.50 for dinner and 
dance, and $5.00 for the dance 
only. At 10:00 p.m., there will 
be a Dance Contest. Everyone, 
young and old, can participate. 
Trophies and other prizes will 
be awarded to the winners. The 
selected judges, one being 
U.S.D.'s own Signora Laper-
ousaz, will award the various 
prizes. Don't forget to attend 
this memorable Italian festal 
For more information contact 
the U.S.D. Italian Club at 
264-6249, or purchase your 
tickets now at the Box Office 
located in the U.S.D. Book­
store. 
Maria J. Perez 
Italian Club President 
have a car, so subsequently a 
majority of the transactions 
took place on those days 1 had 
access to one." The reason, 
funds were being deposited at 
the same time they were being 
withdrawn is that the ASB 
office was still getting checks 
and cash for money owed, he 
explained. 
The account also cost the 
ASB a considerable amount of 
money in returned checks, some 
$68.00, and considering the 
other assessed fees, the account 
was billed for some $75.00+ in 
charges. Secretary of Finance, 
Steve Callaway was quoted as 
saying, "I'd never be dumb 
enough to open an account like 
that." 
There are also many ques­
tions that need to be answered 
by the bank that opened the ac­
count. As an official from First 
Interstate pointed out, "San 
Diego Federal should have been 
more careful." 
Inadequacies of San Diego 
Federal 
Several questions have risen 
as to the handling of the ac­
count by San Diego Federal. A 
bank official from First Inter­
state Bank was quoted as say­
ing, "We never could have 
opened an account like this 
without more information. The 
bank should have been shown 
proof that Guilin did indeed 
have non-profit status." The 
legal files on this account show 
no such documentation. The 
only information given was 
Guilin's personal identification. 
The bank official went on to 
say, "There should have been at 
the very least a letter signed by 
the administration, we would 
have asked for a constitution as 
well, and proof that he legally 
represented this body." San 
Diego Federal officials would 
not comment on this issue but 
said, "There is no law that says 
we have to show documentation 
of that sort." 
San Diego Federal may have 
acted illegally when they releas­
ed the records of activity in the 
account to Dean Burke without 
Guilin's approval. A San Diego 
Federal Official was quoted, 
".. .if indeed those accusations 
were truthful, we would be in 
violation of the law. Only those 
whose names appear on the sig­
nature card have access to the 
account records, the only other 
way to secure such documents is 
by court order." Another bank 
official from First Interstate 
was quoted as saying in his opi­
nion, "Vince would most cer­
tainly have the right to press 
charges in this case, his trust 
was violated." 
Other discrepencies came 
with the failure of the bank to 
trace all of the traveler check 
receipts, citing a computer error 
in the problem with the location 
of those receipts. 
Furthermore, the signature 
card that was originally lost 
turned up some three months 
later. During the three months 
between the time it was lost and 
then found, a replacement card 
was made. This replacement 
card had entirely different in­
formation than that of the 
original card. The identification 
numbers of two law students 
appeared, as well as their 
California drivers license 
numbers and social security 
numbers. Upon further investi­
gation it was found that the two 
students had opened an account 
at San Diego Federal for the 
Chicano Law Students. The 
bank took the information from 
their signature card and made a 
replacement for the ASB ac­
count with that information. It 
is not inconceivable that at any 
given time either one of those 
students could have transferred 
the funds in Guilin's account in­
to their own, .vithout anyone's 
knowledge. This further 
complicated the mystery sur-
rounding the account. 
The Administration 
The Student Affairs office 
has actively engaged itself in the 
investigation of Vince Guilin. In 
an interview with Dean Burke 
on the subject, he was quite 
hesitant to talk about any possi­
ble disciplinary action to be 
taken against Guilin, and, in 
fact, any information in 
reference to how they will deal 
with the situation as a whole. 
They have given the senate in­
vestigating committee a dead­
line of today to present their 
findings to the senate, and have 
given the senate until tomorrow 
to report any actions it might 
take. 
It is quite evident that the 
Student Affairs office is dealing 
with this as a very grave matter. 
The findings of their investiga­
tion show that Guilin has vio­
lated the AS constitution and 
therefore university regulations. 
They have also inferred, that 
student action or no, they in­
tend to do something to rectify 
the situation. Burke did express 
satisfaction with the committees 
findings and encouraged senate 
action. He did not feel, how­
ever, there was sufficient reason 
for recall of vice-president 
Carolynn Emme. 
The mood was much less 
tense in an interview with Sr. 
Furay, who while admittedly 
not close to the issue, did offer a 
few words. She expressed the 
need for students to react, in 
saying, "If people are obligated 
under their own procedures to 
act upon something and they do 
not, you would have to question 
whether they would act if the 
same offense were to occur 
again." She said she felt the 
issue had "been going on for a 
long time," and that it was now 
"... up to the students to decide 
in regard to their personal feel­
ings. Students should stop and 
be counted." Dr. Author 
Hughes was unavailable for 
comment. 
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Science and Health 
Optimal Health Lectures 
Managing the Munchies To Herpes 
Health experts on everything 
from "managing the munchies" 
to herpes will speak at San 
Diego State University's 10th 
Annual Optimal Health Lecture 
Series to be held on Wednesday 
evenings beginning February 9 
in the Aztec Center on the 
SDSU campus. 
The series, to be given on six 
consecutive Wednesday even­
ings at 7:30, is aimed at in­
creasing San Diegans' aware­
ness of physical, mental, sexual 
and spiritual health, with em­
phasis on taking responsibility 
for one's own health. The lec­
tures are free and open to the 
public. 
Speakers and their subjects 
will be: 
Dr. David Sobel, chief of 
preventive medicine, Kaiser-
Permanente Medical Center at 
Santa Teresa, CA; faculty, Uni­
versity of California, San Fran­
cisco, School of Medicine: 
"THE PLACEBO EFFECT" 
—harnessing the body's capa­
city for self-healing—FEB­
RUARY 9. 
Dr. Scout Gunn, communica­
tion expert, dynamic young 
woman who teaches adults to 
recapture the joy and freedom 
of childhood at her ranch camp 
Do you want SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES 
or 
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS 
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — Many suggestions and addresses of 154corporations, 
41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with openings for summer employment 
or internships. Order now. Publication date February 15, 1983. $5.00 
BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORD 
EXAMINATION — Proven strategies to increase your score, 
from previous exams. 228 pages. 
Many sample questions 
$5.00 
III INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON ADMISSION 
PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSION 
EXAMINATION — This guide will help! It lists schools that accept part time students, 
C + students, those without accounting and the very selective ones. 190 pages. Book­
store price will be $9.95. $7.00 
IV BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION 
TEST (Multistate Bar Examination) — Written by an attorney. Actual questions from 
past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. $7.00 
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS - The 
best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages. $10.00 
VI THE TERM PAPER KIT — 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology. 
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A — or A 
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State University. 
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, 
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to 
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional 
purposes only. Order the kit and see what top students do to get high grades. 
$10.00 
Mail your order to: University Research Services 
Department 28 
P.O. Box 7739 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 
Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional 
to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing 
charges. 
Send me items 
Name 
I III IV VI (Circle your choice) 
.Price of books. 
Address. 
City .State .Zip. 
.Postage. 
Total 
in Oklahoma, which she calls 
"The Center to Explore Human 
Excellence": "STRESS-FREE 
COMMUNICATION: BRING­
ING LAUGHTER TO 
LEARNING"—FEBRUARY 
16. 
Candy Cumming, M.S., Regis­
tered Dietician, nutrition con­
sultant, co-author of Eater's 
Guide: Nutrition Basics for 
Busy People: "MANAGING 
THE MUNCHIES"—FEB­
RUARY 23. 
Dr, Gordon Clanton, SDSU 
professor of sociology, co­
author of Jealousy, featured 
guest on "The Phil Donahue 
Show": "LOVE AND JEAL­
OUSY"—MARCH 2. 
Dr. David Soper, Fellow, Infec­
tious Disease Division, Balboa 
Naval Hospital, obstetrician/ 
gynecologist: "HERPES AND 
OTHER BED BUGS: CONSE­
QUENCES OF MULTIPLE 
SEXUAL PARTNERS"— 
MARCH 16. 
Joe Graedon, pharmacologist, 
University of California, San 
Francisco, School of Pharmacy, 
syndicated columnist, author of 
The People's Pharmacy: 
"PILLS, DRUGS AND PA­
TENT MEDICINE: PLOP, 
PLOP, FIZZ, FIZZ, THIS IS 
HOW IT REALLY IS"— 
MARCH 16. 
Retinitis Pigmentosa 
Retinitis Pigmentosa is a 
hereditary degenerative disease 
of the retina, leading to pro­
gressive blindness. It is most 
commonly diagnosed in chil­
dren or young adults. Many 
times youngsters are treated as 
being clumsy or awkward as 
they run into things which peo­
ple with normal sight can see. 
Although they may be able to 
read eye charts for a number of 
years and have 20/20 vision in a 
direct line, their peripheral 
vision may be fading. 
Difficulty in seeing at night is 
one of the earliest symptoms of 
RP and eventually side vision is 
reduced. Individuals lose their 
vision at a different rate and 
progression. Some may be total­
ly blind by the age of 20 and 
others may maintain some sight 
into middle age or may never 
become totally blind. They are 
truly the "sighted blind." 
It is estimated that one in 80 
people carry the RP gene and 
200,000 to 400,000 people have 
RP. There may be as many as 3 
million carriers of the RP gene. 
A special form of RP, 
Usher's Syndrome, is the princi­
pal cause of deaf-blindness. 
Born deaf or with a severe hear­
ing loss, these young people 
learn to adjust to a world of 
silence. Later, they find that 
they are losing their sight and 
will eventually be blind. 
Psychic Abuse 
Have you ever heard of 
"Psychic Abuse," "Pelvic 
Therapy," or "Transference 
Abuse?" 
These are some of the terms 
used to describe what happens 
when a psychological care pro­
vider (psychiatrist, counselor, 
etc.), knowingly encourages the 
client to develop a self-destruc­
tive dependency upon the coun­
selor. This abuse of trust within 
the therapeutic context usually 
culminates in exploitative sexual 
activity for the counselor's 
benefit. 
On February 25, the Center 
for Women's Studies and Ser­
vices will sponsor a panel dis­
cussion, "Psychic Injury and 
Sexual Abuse In Therapy," to 
explore this complex and dis­
turbing problem which primar­
ily affects female clients. Fea­
tured panelists are: 
Evelyn Walker, whose 1981 
lawsuit against her La Jolla 
psychiatrist for psychological, 
sexual, and medical damages in­
curred during therapy resulted 
in the largest psychic injury 
malpractice award ever granted 
anywhere in the world; 
San Francisco attorney Mar­
vin K. Lewis, and local attorney 
David Casey, Jr. of Casey, 
Gerry, Casey, Westbrook and 
Hughes, both personal injury 
specialists with experience in 
this area; 
Dr. Gary Shepherd, psychia­
trist and psychoanalyst and Dr. 
Jean Campbell, psychologist 
and feminist therapist, who 
have worked extensively with 
clients experiencing Psychic In­
jury/Sexual Abuse from other 
counselors. 
The 7:30 p.m. panel will be 
moderated by Kim McAlister, 
Coordinator of CWSS Store­
front Services and held at 908 
•E' Street. 
The panel will also inform the 
public about the formation of 
an ongoing peer support group 
starting March 15 at CWSS, for 
women who have experienced 
such abuse. 
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Sports 
USD Netters Over SDSU US°<HXweek"e,eS 
by Ken Koo 
For the first time in more 
than 10 years the USD men's 
tennis team was not favored to 
win their dual match against 
San Diego State University. 
After losing 3 of last year's top 
players to graduation, the net­
ters appeared to be the under­
dog against their improved 
cross-town rivals. 
The USD lineup included last 
year's #3 singles player, Tye 
Ferdinandsen, playing #1; last 
year's K1 player, Brian Turner, 
playing #2; Jim McNamee, a 
freshman, playing #3; Jay 
Massart, #5 in '82, playing #4; 
Pat Rea, #10 in '82, playing #5, 
and freshman Alejandro 
Ramos, playing #6. 
The match was played last 
Friday afternoon between rain­
storms. After an hour of drying 
the courts, the first serve was 
put in play at quarter to three. 
Five hours later, senior Brian 
Turner hit a final backhand 
volley, on the twelfth point of a 
12-point tie-breaker, in the third 
and final set in the last doubles 
match on the court, to give the 
Toreros a thrilling 5-4 victory. 
What made the match even 
more thrilling was that Turner 
and his partner, senior Pat Rea, 
were down 5 points to 2 in that 
deciding tie-breaker, just 2 
points from defeat. "1 never 
thought about losing," re­
counted Turner. "Tie-breakers 
are funny—I often get behind, 
yet usually manage to come 
back." 
Meanwhile, teammate Pat 
Rea wasn't sharing in the confi­
dence: "1 made four mistakes in 
the first seven points, including 
2 easy volleys...I didn't feel 
too good." 
"He was mumbling some­
thing about being a vegetable," 
said Turner. At 2-5, the duo 
played two good points behind 
Pat's serve, to make the score 
4-5. "I was sure we would win 
Pat's service points to get to 
4-5," said Turner, "then it was 
a matter of breaking Welling­
ton's serve." 
Fortunately, the SDSU team 
missed a couple routine shots to 
make the score 6-5, favor of the 
Toreros, Turner to serve. 
"I spun a serve into his fore­
hand, hoping he would choke it. 
Victory for 
Lady Toreros 
by Jan Schiller 
This past week, the Lady 
Toreros played a strong game 
against Skagit Valley Junior 
College, a team from Mt. Ver­
non, Washington, and beat 
visitors by a score of 71 to 40. 
Lady Torero Coach, Kathy 
Marpe explains that Skagit 
Valley is a good rebounding 
team, especially in the first half. 
It was hard for the Lady 
Toreros to get rebounds from 
them. However, in the second 
half, the Lady Toreros came 
back to shoot well, getting two 
and three shots at a basket, not 
just one. They greatly improved 
their rebounding, making a 
total of 40 rebounds for the 
game compared to 36 rebounds 
made by Skagit Valley. 
Along with improved 
rebounding, the shooting per­
centages of the Lady Toreros 
soared in the second half with 
the Toreros getting 73 percent 
of their free throws for the sec­
ond half and a 69 percent for 
the game, while Skagit Valley 
made 50 percent of their free 
throws in the second half and 
61.5 percent for the game. 
Coach Marpe points out that, 
"We shot really well and took 
better shots. We were being 
much more patient on offense 
1 ran as fast as I could into the 
net. After a couple of volleys 
and changes I stuck my racquet 
out and it hit the throat piece 
and landed in the doubles court 
for a winner." 
Brian and Pat were mobbed 
by their teammates and fans 
who had lined the court during 
the final dramatic set of play. 
The two seniors were heroes of 
the moment as well as the day, 
in that they each had won their 
singles matches, and together 
with their doubles victory, were 
responsible for 3 of the 5 team 
points. 
Also contributing were Ale­
jandro Ramos, winning his 
singles, and Jay Massart and 
Tye Ferdinandsen; winners at 
#1 doubles. 
Next week the racqueteers 
meet BYU on Tuesday (Feb. 
15th) and ASU on Wednesday 
(Feb. 16th) at 1:30 PM on 
USD's west courts. 
by Ed DeMerlier 
All of the members of USD's 
men's crew returned early from 
their Christmas vacation to em­
bark on two and a half weeks of 
pure hell, otherwise affection­
ately known as "Hell Week." 
Athletes returned as early as 
the 27th of December to start 
the rigors of training and condi­
tioning that are necessary for all 
those who compete in the sport 
of rowing. Training involved 
runs in which the rowers would 
go around Mission Bay, and 
then were followed by 10-14 
miles of rowing. 
Unfortunately, this hard 
training took it's toll on one of 
USD's Varsity Boat Club Mem­
bers, Joe Lozano. While lifting 
weights, Joe injured his back by 
cracking a disc. Doctors told 
Joe that he would be unable to 
rejoin the team and conse­
quently would have to give up 
the sport that he loves so dearly 
and excelled in. 
Varsity coach, Steve Estes 
said, "The injury to Joe is 
definitely going to hurt the 
team's overall performance, 
however, I believe that we can 
bounce back and overcome this 
obstacle in which we have found 
ourselves." 
Coach Estes noted that over 
Christmas, USD received as 
gifts to the Crew team, two row­
ing ergometers, or rowing ma­
chines that test the athletes' en­
durance and strength. The gifts 
were donated by Lester Levy, a 
former USD Varsity Oarsmen, 
and Frank Bugelli, presently a 
varsity Boat Club member for 
USD. "We are indeed very 
lucky to have received these 
generous gifts and I believe that 
they will greatly enhance our 
program here at USD for years 
to come," Estes said. 
Northwest is Bad News For Toreros 
and in result, we shot better 
percentages." 
The leading scorer for the 
Lady Toreros was center, 
Chayo Moreno with a total of 
15 points, followed by Laura 
Stanbra scoring 14 total points. 
This season, the Lady 
Toreros have played a "real 
tough" schedule and this 
schedule added with tough com­
petition accounts for the team's 
mediocre record. As Coach 
Marpe states, "We've played 
well—but haven't won." Coach 
Marpe goes on to say that, "In 
the last five games, we're start­
ing to play better; be more con­
sistent, get more rebounds, have 
better shot selection and better 
shooting percentages. Our 
defense improves as we go 
along." 
The next game that the Lady 
Toreros play is away at the Uni­
versity of Nevada Las Vegas 
(UNLV). This team, Coach 
Marpe explains, is on a winning 
streak, winning seven out of the 
eight games they have played 
this season. They are a fast-
breaking and quick team who 
has given top teams such as 
Louisiana Tech strong competi­
tion. Marpe's squad will "try to 
neutralize their (UNLV) fast-
break and make them play a 
half court game." 
by Ken Koo 
For a while, it seemed so cer­
tain that the USD Toreros were 
regrouping for an all-out 
cavalry charge towards the up­
per echelons of the West Coast 
Athletic Conference. Coach Jim 
Brovelli's cagers took the steam 
out of a red-hot Loyola Mary-
mount squad 75-67 and battled 
the Pepperdine University 
Waves down to the wire before 
losing by a whisker 62-59. 
Add to that, during the 
Toreros' two game roadtrip to 
Spokane and Portland, the 
weather was actually good. Sun­
shine, though, in the Northwest 
this time of the year comes 
around as often as Haley's 
Comet-unnatural? Whatever 
the explanation, the 'rain coun­
try' members of the WCAC 
took this rare opportunity to 
work some magic of their own. 
The Bulldogs burst the visiting 
San Diegans' bubble with a 
64-55 victory while the winless 
Pilots upended USD 74-51 as 
the Toreros returned home 
empty-handed. 
USD 55 GONZAGA 64 
The Bulldogs took an early 
4-2 lead at the start of this con­
test but the Toreros, led by 
guard Rich Davis's 10 first half 
points, came charging back to 
nail down a 22-19 advantage at 
half-time. 
The 2nd half, though, told a 
completely different story as the 
Bulldogs snapped out of their 
shooting slump (35% from the 
field in the first half) as they put 
together 3 episodes of 8-0 scor­
ing sprees, while shooting a tor­
rid 79% from the floor, to 
pound out a 45-33 advantage to 
wrap up their homecourt vic­
tory. 
Gonzaga was led by 6'1" 
guard John Stockton who fin­
ished the game with 19 points 
and 8 assists. 6'3" Bryce 
McPhee followed with 17 
counters to go along with his 8 
rebounds and 5 assists while 
Jason Van Nort and Tony Neal 
finished with 14 and 10 respec­
tively. 
Forward Mike Whitmarsh led 
USD with 19 points and copped 
rebounding honors with 11 
boards. Davis pumped in 10 
while 6'7" Robby Roberts 
hauled in 9 rebounds. 
The Toreros overwhelmed the 
Bulldogs on the offensive glass 
16-7. 
USD 51 PORTLAND 74 
NBA 'head-hauncho' Phila­
delphia 76ers was greeted by 
sunshine on their arrival in 
Portland. They lost to the Trail-
blazers 105-96. The following 
day—another sunny one of 
course—Jack Avina's Pilots 
decided to join the fun as his 
former assistant coach Jim 
Brovell and his Toreros came 
avisiting. 
Portland dominated the in­
side in the 1st half as 20 of the 
Pilots' 36 points came from 
within 5 feet of the basket while 
the intimidating defense of cen­
ter Bryan Beard and forwards 
Dennis Black and Darren 
Jenkins kept the Toreros from 
driving in too often. 
All this along with the hosts' 
red-hot .667 field goal percen­
tage earned the Pilots a 36-26 
lead at the end of the 1st half. 
The Toreros closed to within 
7 points (37-30) early in 2nd half 
a c t i o n .  B u t  t h e  P i l o t s  
engineered a 10-0 spurt to pull 
away as they chalked up win 
number one on their WCAC 
slate. 
Despite the loss, Rich Davis 
was impressive in USD's debut 
contest at the Memorial Col­
iseum as he poured in 21 points 
on 8 of 11 shooting to lead all 
scorers. 6'7" Anthony Reuss 
was the high man for the 
Toreros in the rebounding de­
partment with 5 caroms. 
v/M: 
10th ANNUAL SAN DIEGO INTERCOLLEGIATE 
On February 17-19, USD hosts the 10th annual San 
Diego Intercollegiate, one of the nation's most 
prestigious men's college tennis events. 
The tournament favorites will be 1982 Champion 
UCLA, Runner-up Pepperdine and Southern 
California. Also participating are Arizona State, BYU, 
UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, Long Beach State, 
Chapman, Redlands, USD, San Diego State, Cal 
State Bakersfield, USIU, UC San Diego and Arizona. 
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Williams Forced To Resign; New Candidates 
b>  Ken  K oo  
Bill Williams, the head foot­
ball coach of the University of 
San Diego since 1975, has re­
signed his job after an internal 
investigation conducted by 
school officials uncovered evi­
dence of illegal loans to 
athletes. 
Despite the fact that the in­
fractions were reported immedi­
ately to the NCAA, the Toreros 
grid program was still slapped 
with a one-year probation 
which bars USD from appear­
ing in a bowl game or on tele­
vision. 
"1 can confirm that our 
coach has resigned and that the 
position now is open," said 
Reverend Patrick Cahill, USD's 
athletic director. 
Published reports claim that 
last spring, a USD football 
player showed Williams a prom­
issory note signed by an assist­
ant coach guaranteeing the 
athlete a loan and making it 
possible for him to remain in 
school. 
The student did not take the 
loan and transferred to another 
college. The assistant coach was 
dismissed. 
The aftermath of this incident 
resulted in an investigation by 
Cahill which turned up evidence 
that Williams himself had made 
three small but illegal loans to 
players during a three-year 
period from 1978 to 1980. 
"We arc not talking huge fig­
ures," said Cahill. "And that's 
why 1 feel so bad, in a sense, be­
cause things are going to get out 
and make things sound alot 
worse than they are." 
In 1978, the Toreros turned in 
a 7-3 season and Williams was 
named the District 8 coach of 
the year. 1981 marked his finest 
season when his gridders went 
9-1 and earned a ranking as high 
as seventh in the Division Ill's 
Top 20. That showing enabled 
the team to go on national T.V. 
against Occidental. 
Ready. . .  Aim 
by Ricardo Sanchez 
USD's latest NCAA Division 
I sport got off to an inaus­
picious and unexpected start 
last weekend as Gunnery Ser­
geant Ray Barron led his newly 
formed rifle team into competi­
tion against the University of 
San Francisco in San Francisco. 
Despite a lack of practice before 
the match, an inexperienced 
quartet of riflemen held their 
own. In fact, team members 
Marc Yaffee, Dante Sorianello, 
SIGMA PI 
HYPNOTIST SHOW 
WHERE: CAMINO THEATRE 
WHEN: FEBRUARY 11th 
TIME: 7:00 PM 
Tickets on sale in the Box Office, in front of Serra and 
the Main Cafe. Buy your tickets now and get compli­




SA LO N  
7608 Linda Vista Rd. 
Mesa College Dr. to Hwy 163 
268-8865 
Innovators of Creative Hair Design. 
The ultimate in hair cutting, offering the best quality and prices you can think of!tl 
PERM (Body. Soft, Curly) 
1 First 
Reg Visit 1 
1 
WOMEN (Cut A Cond Included) 48 00 35 00 
MEN (Cut A Cond Ind ) 42 00 30 00 
COND TREATMENT 1000 600 1 
1 
PRECISION CUT A STYLE (Blow Dry or Set) 
WOMEN (Shampoo & Cond IncI) 1800 14 00 
MEN (Shampoo & Cond IncI) 1400 10 00 1 
1 
FROSTING OR STEAKING 40 00 25 00 
BLEACH TOUCH UP 30 00 20 C J 
EUROPEAN COLOR 20 00 14 00 1 
1 
CELLOPHANE & HENNA 30 00 1500 
SETS 850 650 
FACIALS (Aida Grey Skin Care) 20 00 1500 1 
1 
MAKE UP (Professional) 1500 10 00 
INDIVIDUAL LASHES 1500 10 00 
MANICURE (Women & Men) 800 500 1 
1 
PEDICURE (Women & Men) 1500 10 00 
WAXING (Full Body) 60 00 40 00 
(Leg Wax) 35 00 25 00 1 
1 
(Lip & Eyebrow) 1200 700 
(Bikini Wax) **• 20 00 1300 
SCULPTURED NAILS 45 00 32 50 1 FILLS 20 00 1500 
WRAPS A REPAIRS 1500 1200 1 
HAND PAINTED NAIL DESIGN (PER NAIL) 200 I 00 
1 BODY WRAP 40 00 28 00 
SPOT WRAPPING 1400 10 00 1 
1 
MASSAGE (Full Body) 30 00 20 00 
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES 
JHERI CALIF CURL 1 
1 
(Cut A Cond IncI ) 50 00 40 00 
PERM RELAXER TOUCH UP 35 00 20 00 
Expires 2/16/83 
Tripp Flowiler and Dan Mishler 
didn't even know they would be 
Division 1 athletes until last 
week. 
As a result, the athletic 
department had the task of 
putting together a team on 
short notice. With the establish­
ment of the rifle team this sem­
ester, USD was able to maintain 
its Division I status by fielding 
eight Division I teams. 
Lack of experience and 
knowledge of rifle competition 
rules were the Torero's main 
obstacles when they arrived in 
San Francisco Friday night. 
Their USF counterparts proved 
to be much help to the San 
Diegans in familiarizing them 
with the NCAA rules in addi­
tion to being fine hosts. Ser­
geant Barron believes that de­
spite going into the match cold, 
they came out with alot of ex­
perience and knowledge. 
Shooting in competition is 
not as easy as you may think. It 
is very time consuming with 
matches lasting as long as eight 
hours. It is also physically and 
mentally taxing on the partici­
pant. Endurance is necessary 
for the long hours of shooting 
and mental sharpness is a must 
to maintain the concentration 
needed to perform well. 
Fr. Cahill is very enthusiastic 
about the program. Since the 
team had to fulfill the May 1 
obligation, it was put together 
under short notice. The equip­
ment necessary was provided by 
the NROTC program and Sgt. 
Barron volunteered his services 
as head coach. "Sergeant Bar­
ron has been a lifesaver for us." 
Fr. Cahill stated. 
The team's next match is this 
weekend in Spokane, Washing­
ton. In addition to the four 
members who saw action at San 
francisco, USD will take senior 
Ed Coughlin to Spokane in an 
effort to establish themselves as 
a solid Division I rifle team. 
by  M arc  Y af f ee  
ALCALA PARK—Willygatc has struck USD. Our cozy 
campus which usually Fields sports teams that are about as 
controversial as 'Leave It To Beaver' reruns found itself 
tainted by a scandal of minor proportions when football 
coach Bill Williams resigned just a few weeks ago. You have 
all heard the old axiom, "He got caught with his hand in the 
cookie jar." Well, in William's case he was caught handing 
out the cookies. 
Apparently Williams was a victim of circumstance when he 
permitted some illegal loans to be made to members of his 
football team during a four year span (see related article on 
this page). Father Pat Cahill, USD's Athletic Director was 
quick to point out that only small sums of money were in­
volved in these illegal loans. 
All in all the integrity of our university is still intact. The 
NCAA did slap a one year probation on the USD program 
which prohibits the Toreros from making any television or 
bowl game appearances. This means if the NFL players strike 
again next year you won't be seeing your Toreros on TV. 
Williams leaves San Diego just two games shy of the .500 
mark. As it turns out, Williams' last gridiron triumph was in 
the "Copper Bowl" where San Diego's finest: the San Diego 
Police Department and the San Diego County Sheriff's 
Department attempted to knock each other senseless in a 
charity football contest. 
At the time of this article Vista informants were still 
unaware as to William's future in the coaching ranks. A 
highly respected defensive coaching mind, Williams may land 
a job as an assistant with an NFL club. Bill has been ap­
proached in the past by coaches attempting to lure him from 
our campus where he worked on his tan and football strategy 
for the previous seven years. Regardless of where Williams is 
exiled off to next year, USD officials must now get down to 
the tedious task of selecting a new football mentor. An esti­
mated 75 coaching applications have already been received by 
the Athletic Department. Rather than force the USD adminis­
tration to muddle thru the list of candidates I have put forth 
my own personal favorites in the USD football coaching 
derby. The nominees are: 
DICK VERMEIL—The former Eagle's coach has labeled 
himself as a victim of football coaching burnout. USD would 
provide Vermeil an opportunity to get the respite he's been 
seeking from big time football and at the same time still keep 
his nose in football. Vermeil a self-admitted workaholic who 
often spends days reviewing coaching films could supplement 
his coaching income by doubling as the late night study 
monitor in the Student Union. 
GUN NE RY SERGEANT RAY BARRON—USD's newest 
Division I coach (rifle team) is the perfect candidate to rein-
still some discipline back in the football program. Barron 
served as a Marine Drill Instructor for some eight or so years 
and has a way of commanding your attention. There is no 
truth to the rumor that he sprinkles shrapnel on his breakfast 
cereal. 
JOHN  CUNNINGHAM— JC has to be my personal favorite 
for the football vacancy. Cunningham may be a jack of all 
trades and master of one-baseball, but he practically lives 
year around on campus and attends all the football games 
anyway. Not only would Cunningham continue to drive the 
football team bus but he could whip the turf of the football 
stadium back in shape and get some grass to survive in the 
middle of the football field, a feat Physical Plant has been at­
tempting unsuccessfully for years now. Anyone who ques­
tions Cunningham's green thumb need only check out the 
USD baseball field. 
DON CORYELL—Let's face it Don you're not getting any 
younger and the Chargers aren't getting any better. Bill 
Williams always was biased toward defense since that's where 
he roamed in his playing days. USD fans would flock to the 
stadium once you instituted a new wide open Torero offensive 
attack. Here is your chance to remain as a coach in San Diego 
for the next few years yet not have to suffer any more of those 
embarrassing playoff defeats. 
JIM BROVELLI—USD basketball coach Jim Brovelli could 
use a break from the rigors of Division 1 coaching after the 
trials he has been thru this season. Maybe the school could tie 
down Brovelli with a five year football contract which would 
enable him to resume his basketball duties when USD finally 
recruits some blue-chip prospects. 
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Private Scholarships Available 
by Dennis Secor 
The Financial Aid Office has 
recently received information 
on eight private aid programs 
for the 1983-84 school year. 
Following is a list of the pro­
grams, indicating the type of aid 
available along with a brief 
description of the program re­
quirements. Students who think 
they may qualify should go to 
the Financial Aid Office to ob­
tain more information and ap­
plication procedures. 
—Marin County Educational 
Grant—Grants available to resi­
dents of Marin County who will 
be enrolled at least half-time at 
the undergraduate level. Grants 
range from $200 to $2000, and 
are awarded based on financial 
need. The application deadline 
is April 15. 
—San Diego County Citizens 
Scholarship— Grants available 
to graduates of a San Diego 
County High School. The 
grants will be awarded on the 
basis of financial need. Dead­
line for application is April 1. 
—American Association of 
University Women—Scholar­
ships available to college 
women with a GPA of at least 
3.0 and at least 30 units com­
pleted. 
—Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation 
Scholarship—Grants of $300 
and more available to women 
students (preference given to 
seniors), with at least a "B" 
average who demonstrate finan­
cial need. Application deadline 
is April 1. 
—Army ROTC Scholarship— 
Three year scholarships avail­
able to students studying busi­
ness, physical science, or social 
science. The scholarship will 
provide for all tuition, fees, and 
a monthly $100 stipend. Appli­
cants must be US Citizens who 
will be full-time students with a 
GPA of at least 2.9 (2.5 for 
physical science majors). Fol­
lowing graduation, recipients 




Pregnant? Troubled? Explore 
the alternatives to abortion. 
Free professional counseling 
and services available. San 
Diego Pro-Life League 24 hour 
Hotline. 583-5433. 
ROOMIES AND RENTALS 
finds roommates whether you 
already have a place or not. 
234-3071. 
Typing/editing: 9 yrs of consci­
entious svc assures your words a 
qlty presentation on IBM equip­
ment. Call Dennis at 281-8987. 
ROOMMATE WANTED block 
from USD. Furnished $250.00 
per mo. (utilities included) Call 
295-1939. Ask for Casey. 
Health Professional Scholar­
ship—Maximum of two year 
scholarships available to US 
Citizens enrolled full-time in an 
undergraduate or graduate 
nursing program. The scholar­
ship will cover tuition, reason­
able educational expenses, and 
a monthly stipend of $577. 
Recipients will be olbigated for 
a period of service to the VA. 
Request application from the 
VA by May 10. 
—Parsons Memorial Scholar­
ship—Two scholarships of 
either $5000 or $2500 with con­
sideration given first to depen­
dents of employees of the Par­
sons Corporation. However, 
others with more distant affilia­
tion with the corporation may 
be able to qualify. Selection is 
based on academic record, 
extra-curricular activities and 
leadership as well as recommen­
dations. Application deadline is 
April 15. 
—Jake Gimbel Loan Fund— 
Approximately ten interest-free, 
ten year loans will be awarded 
for the 1983-84 school year to 
male students. Applicants must 
be US Citizens or holders of a 
permanent visa. Applications 
are available in the Financial 
Aid Office. Deadline is May 15. 
